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I am pleased to present this report which describes 
the success of the California statewide Victim/Witness 
Assistance Program during the first six months of its 
operation. California has led the nation in responding 
to the special needs of crime victims and witnesses, be-
ginning in 1965 with the nation•s first program of fi-
nancial compensation for victims of violent crime. 
This program, begun on a pilot basis under legisla-
tion developed by my Administration in 1977, now provides 
comprehensive. services in thirty counties. Based on this 
report's findings, the Victim/Witness Assistance Program 
is delivering necessary services. It is a good example 
of the type of program needed to improve our criminal 
justice system. 
Sincerely, 
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EDMUND G. BROWN JR. 
Governor 
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The Honorable David A. Roberti 
President Pro Tempore of the Senate 
State Capitol 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
The Honorable Willie L. Brown, Jr. 
Speaker of the Assembly 
State Capitol 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Dear Senator Roberti and Speaker Brown: 
I am pleased to present this Preliminary Report on the operation of the 
California Victim/Witness Assistance Program. This program is funded 
persuant to Chapter 713 of 1979 Statutes (SB 383, Smith) and under the 
requirements of Chapter 1256 of 1977 Statutes (AB 1434, Gage). This 
report discusses the program•s implementation and a preliminary assess-
ment covering the period through December 30, 1980. 
The basic goal of this program is to encourage and strengthen efforts to 
assist victims and witnesses of all types of crime. This report details 
the history of this concept and the innovative efforts undertaken in 
California to meet this goal. Assistance Centers in thirty counties 
provide services aimed at meeting this goal, and current plans include 
expanding the program to implement additional programs. 
Presentation of this report was primarily the responsibility of OCJP•s 
Deputy Director for Planning and Operations, Nathan Manske, and members 
of his staff Sheila Anderson, Mary Wandschneider, Sterling o•Ran III, 
and Carolyn Ortiz. 
Cordially, 
~ can-Itt";? L 
DOUGLA;rR. CUNNINGHAM 
Executive Director 
Telephone: (916) 366-5304 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This report represents a preliminary description and assessment 
of the California Victim/Witness Assistance Program. Financial 
support for the program began in July 1980, as a result of the 
passage of Senate Bill 383 11 Victims and Witnesses of Crime: Fines 
and Assessments, .. (Chapter 713, Statutes of 1979, Smith). Since 
that time, grant awards to local assistance programs in thirty of 
the fifty-eight counties in California have begun. The Office of 
Criminal Justice Planning (OCJP), which has administrative 
responsibility for the program, is conducting a multi-year evaluation 
of the Victim/Witness Assistance Program. As a part of the evaluation 
effort, this preliminary report has been prepared to describe and 
analyze the program's implementation and first six months of 
operation from July 1, 1980 until December 39, 1980. 
The establishment of the Victim/Witness Assistance Program marked 
the most recent in a series of legislative acts designed. to lessen 
the impact of crime upon the individual citizen. These enactments 
represent a major shift in emphasis by the criminal justice system. 
Traditionally, the criminal justice system has centered its 
activities around the crime incident, focusing on the apprehension 
and conviction of the criminal. Gradually, over the past 15 years, . 
the scope of concern has been enlarged to include the innocent 
victims and witnesses of crime. · 
The Legislative reponse to the needs of victims began in 1965 when 
California led the nation with the enactment of the first Indemnity 
Fund designed to provide compensation to victims of violent crime. 
Then in 1977 a pilot program of six model victim/witness assistance 
centers was established with Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
(LEAA) funds under provisions included in Assembly Bill 1434 (Chapter 
1256, Statutes of 1977, Gage). The success of this experimental program 
contributed to the passage of Senate Bill . 383, authorizing funding 
for local victim/witness assistance centers. At present there are 
thirty centers. 
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In conjunction with its Victim/Witness Advisory Committee, made up 
of representatives from the judiciary, Legislature, local govern-
ment, prosecution, defense, law enforcement, and assistance centers, 
OCJP established guidelines, goals and objectives for the program. 
The overall goal is to encourage and strengthen the coordinated 
participation of criminal justice agencies toward providing more 
effective assistance to victims and witnesses of all types of 
crimes. This program represents the first comprehensive effort 
to permanently build victim/witness services into the criminal 
justice system so that they are viewed not as an "extra" service, 
but as an integral part of the system. In addition to the goal, 
four program objectives were adopted. 
Objective A: Provide financial aid to establish and maintain 
comprehensive programs for victims and witnesses 
of all types· of crime. 
The preliminary data from four months (September 
through December 1980) of program operation indicate 
that the projects are developing the means to provide 
comprehensive services. Comprehensive services have 
been defined to include assistance with financial 
compensation claims, use of volunteers, follow-up 
support services through communi~ agencies, special 
services for the elderly, referral services, trans-
portation and household assistance, notification of 
the victim•s friends or relatives of the crime incident, 
verification of medical benefits, notification of case 
progress and court schedules. Projects are required to 
establish the capacity to provide clients with the full 
range of services during the two-year program. The 
evaluation will assess the program•s overall progress 
in achieving its goal and stated objectives. 
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Objective 8: . Imarove the understanding of the needs.of victims 
an ·witnesses ·on the par.t·of·the .t:riminal'.justice 
system! · ana · increase· their· participation·; rl' the 
· adliliniStration ·of· justice. · · rn· t:arryH1Q ·out· this 
·ob·ect1ve;·ceriters·shou1d· ·be·designed·ta·onder-
·tale·act1v1t1es·that: 
1. ·Provide a model·. for. · other· coltiDut.litY.:.based 
·efforts·. 'Eo· a 1 d ·.vi ttims · and· wi tne~ses. 
2. Sensitize ·1 aw enforcement ·.officials, communica-
tions·tethnitians!·and·supervisor.s·to·t6e·needs 
·of ·victims ·of·crime·and·r.e1nforce ·a·concerned 
approach ·fo·tfiese·vict1ms. 
3. ·Attempt·to·decrease ·the incidence·of ·unreported 
crimes. 
4. ·Assure that victims and·witnesses are info~ed 
of·the ·. ~r-ogr-ess · of · the caseJn·.wh1ch ·tfiey are 
involve • 
Local centers are working with all elements of the 
criminal justice system to increase awareness of 
problems facing victims and witnesses. As one 
indicator of better coordination with other agencies, 
the evaluation is tracking the numbers of referrals 
to the centers from other agencies. Thus far, there 
has been evidence of increased cooperation. For 
example, referrals from law enforcement agencies in-
creased from an average of twenty-two per month for 
each center in September to thirty-one per month in 
December 1980. As another indicator of growing 
cooperation, presentations to make criminal justice 
agencies aware of the centers' services totaled 
almost 300 for the period September through 
December 1980. 
Increased participation of victims and witnesses in 
the administration of justice is being sought by the 
program through direct services to witnesses. From 
September through Decembe!, 58,000 separate services 
were provided ·by the program to witnesses. These 
have included the issuance of subpoenas by mail, 
notifying witnesses of the progress or disposition 
of the cases in which they are involved (20,000 cases}, 
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and informing them of changes in the court calendar 
(12,000 instances). In addition, services such as 
translatio~, court esco~, and transportation have 
been made ·available. 
Objective C: ·provide for·faster·and'.tnON!'tblllplete·recover.Y from 
the· effects· o'F' crime· through· the· services· Of7 centers 
for·_ victims· and· witness·. assistance. 
During the first four months of the evaluation, victims 
received· 37,000 separate services through the assistance 
projects. In addition to the direct service~, the 
centers attempted to develop cooperative relationships 
with othe~ local service providers such as shelters, 
legal aid societies, service groups and counseling 
centers. During the same four-month period, almost 
~,500 services were provided to victims and witnesses 
by local agencies upon referral from the assistance 
projects. 
· ·ObJective D: · ·To· increase· th~f role· of· vittinl' and· witness· programs 
· ·i n·ass1sting : vict1~s·ol·vto1ent ~ cr.1~e·to·pr.epare 
· ·app11cat1ons·for·state·compensation. 
Consistent with the mandate that the Legislature 
placed on OCJP's budget, the Advisory Committee and 
OCJP established program standards which require 
that each project assist in the preparation of at 
least twenty percent of the claims submitted from 
its county. This standard will be increased to 
forty percent in the second year. The Board of Control 
reports that in the months of December 1980, and 
January 198~, approximately 30 percent of the claim 
applications submitted were assisted by the local 
centers. The early indications are that, in spite 
of the fact that all the local centers are not yet 
fully operational, the program is exceeding expecta-
tions in this area. 
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In summary, recognizing that the 30 local victim/ 
witness assistance centers were in varying stages 
of implementation during the period covered in this 
report, some general assessments can be made. 
• Assistance cneters w~re operational in 
twenty-six counties by the end of December 
1980. The additional four counties approved 
for funding were schedul~d to have centers 
operating by February 1981. 
.• Local criminal justice agencies have referred 
an increasing number of clients .to assistance 
centers. 
• Centers have informed witnesses of case progress 
or disposition in an increasing number of cases • 
• ·sy working with the State Board of Contra~. a 
standardized format for the submission of 
Indemnification Claims has been adopted. 
• The State Board of Control reported that during 
January in excess of 30 percent of the Indemni-
fication Claim Applications received reflected 
the assistance of a victim/witness center. 
If the ·collection level remains unchanged, 
fines and penalties collected which may fund 
this program may seriously jeopardize:the amount 
originally estimated that would be available for 
expenditure. 
vii 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
This report represents a preliminary description and assess-
ment of the California Victim/Witness Assistance Program. 
Financial support for the program began in July 1980, as a 
result of the passage of Senate Bill 383 "Victims and Witnesses 
of Crime: Fines and Assessments," (Chapter 713, Statutes of 
1979, Smith). Since that time, grant awards to local assistance 
programs in thirty of the fifty-eight counties in California 
have begun. The Office of Criminal Justice Planning (OCJP), 
which has administrative responsibility for the program, is 
conducting a multi-year evaluation of the Victim/Witness 
Assistance Program. As a part of the evaluation effort, this 
preliminary report has been prepared to describe and analyze 
the program•s implementation and first six months of operation. 
A. .THE .VICTIM/WITNESS ' ASSISTANCE.CONCEPT 
Historically, the focus of the criminal justice system has 
been the apprehension, conviction, and treatment or punish-
ment of the criminal offender. However, during the last 
fifteen to twenty year~, the general public has become 
increasingly concerned with the effect of crime on the 
individual citizen. Factors such as the continually rising 
crime rate, widely publicized Supreme Court decisions, and 
even the increasing number of criminal justice-oriented 
television shows have impacted public awareness about the 
criminal justice system and consequently directed more 
attention to the innocent crime victim or witness. In-
creasingly, the public and the criminal justice system 
have become aware of the impact of crime on the individual. 
As serious as the trauma of the crime incident may be, it 
is evident that victims and witnesses may continue to suffer 
long afterwards due to financial hardship and disruption 
of life. Medical and sometimes funeral expenses may be 
imposed upon families. Recovery from physical injury and 
property replacement may involve using accrued sick or 
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vacation time, loss of pay from time off work, 
nonreimbursable travel expense for medical appointments, 
and even expenses related t2 the maintenance of home and 
personal care. 
Then there are the burdens created by the criminal justice 
system itself. Both victims and witnesses spend time de-
scribing the details of their experience to law enforce-
ment officials immediately upon reporting the crime. If a 
suspect is apprehended, further questioning and court ap-
pearances may be necessary, forcing them to recount the 
unpleasant experience. Sometimes court dates are cancelled 
or rescheduled without the knowledge ofthevictim or wit-
ness who has -made arrangements to appear attheprescribed 
time. The final frustration may occur when victims and 
witnesses find themselves excluded from the process once 
their testimony has been given, to the extent of never 
receiving information on the outcome of the case. 
Much concern has recently been expressed for the special 
needs of elderly victims. Recovery periods from physical 
injury usually are longer when a senior citizen is in-
volved. Transportation to medical and prosecution related 
appointments is more likely to be a problem. Replacing 
personal possessions and repairing property damage may 
be more difficult. Also, both the fear and occurrence 
of revictimization may thrust major lifestyle change on 
them. 
B. THE CALIFORNIA VICTIM/WITNESS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
Recognizing many of these problems, the California Leg-
islature established programs designed to respond to the 
needs of innocent crime victims and/or witnesses. In 
1965, the Legislature established the first program in 
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the country which provided financial reimbursement to 
victims. Through this program, victims of a violent 
criminal act were given a vehicle for recovering out 
of pocket expenses resulting from their victimization. 
Initially, the administrative responsibility for the 
Indemnification Fund rested with the Department of Social 
Welfare, but by 1978 had been transferred to the State 
Board of Control. 
Due tothelimited number of applications submitted for 
indemnification, the legislature adopted two additional 
statutes designed to publicize the fund. First, Chapter 
1546, Statutes of 1967 , (Government Code 13966) required 
the district attorney of each county to inform victims 
who may qualify for indemnification of their eligibility. 
The 1979 revision of Government Code Section 13965(a) 
transferred this requirement to local law enforcement 
agencies. These efforts to inform all victims of violent 
crimes oftheexistence of an Indemnity Fund resulted in 
the dramatic increase in the number of claims submitted. 
During Fiscal Year 1973-74, over 1,300 applications for 
compensation were accepted, while the number increased to 
almost 7,500 during Fiscal Year 1979-80. 
Although a growing number of violent crime victims were 
receiving compensation, it became evident that more com-
prehensive services were needed. The Indemnification 
Program was concerned only with the financial reimburse-
ment of eligible physically injured victims of violent 
crimes. Secondly, any compensation awarded to such a 
victim was received long after the criminal incident, and 
in most cases after the completion of the criminal justice 
process. Recognizing the limitations of this program, the 
California Legislature supported further efforts to mini-
mize the impact of crime on victims and witness of all 
types of crime. 
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In 1977, Assembly Bill 1434: "Crime and Offenses-
Victims and Witnesses-Assistance Centers" (Chapter 1256, 
Statutes of 1977), sponsored by Assemblyman Michael Gage, 
was passed by the Legislature and signed by Governor Brown. 
It was designed to establish pilot centers which would 
help provide for a faster and more complete recovery from 
the effects of crime. However, the funds necessary to 
open centers were deleted from the act. 
The California Council on Criminal Justice (CCCJ) had 
also placed high priority on victim/witness assistance 
programs. As a result, $484,000 in California's Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) funds were 
set aside to support six pilot victim/witness assistance 
centers for one year. The pilot centers,funded with the 
one-time award of LEAA funds under control of the CCCJ, 
were to be models for future projects, providing comprehen-
sive services to both victims and witnesses. The centers 
were located in Fresno, Los Angele~, Marin, Napa, Oakland, 
and Santa Barbara. 
The limited funding available for these project.s, coupled 
with the widespread belief that complete assistance should 
be available throughout the state, prompted the Legislature 
to establish a fund source. The resulting legislation, 
Senate Bill 383: "Victims and Witnesses of Crime: Fines 
and Assessments," (Chapter 713, Statutes of 1979, Smith) 
became effective January 1, 1980. 
C. 'FINES AND ' PENALTV ASSESSMENTS 
As mentioned in the previous sectio~, the enactment of 
Senate Bill 1057, (Chapter 1549, Statutes of 1965), 
established the country's first Indemnification Fund for 
violent crime victims. Included within that legislation 
was a provision which allowed judges to fine persons convicted 
of crimes of violence. The amount was to be commensurate 
with the offense committed and the probable economic impact 
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upon the victim. Funds collected from this source were to 
be placed in the Indemnity Fund and used to repay violent 
crime victims for uncompensated financial losses which 
resulted from their victimization. 
Originally, the revenue generated from judicially imposed 
fines were designed to support only the Indemnity Fund . 
The amount of fines collected, however, fell below the 
amount of awards granted to victims. In an attempt to 
correct the deficiency by encouraging judges to impose 
fines the Legislature enacted Chapter 1144, Statutes of 
1973. This amended Government Code Section 13967 to include 
a maximum amount ($10,000) which judges could fine p.ersons 
convicted of committing a crime of violence. Revenues did 
not rise significantly, so during the 1977 Legislative Session, 
Senator Jerry Smith introduced Senate Bill 725 (Chapter 1122, 
Statutes of 1977) to further amend the Government Code. Once 
signed by Governor Brown in September of 1977, the law was 
changed to require that judges impose a fine - minimum of $10 
and maximum of $10,000 - on all persons convicted of a crime 
of violence. It also included a new source of revenue for 
the Indemnity Fund. In addition to any other penalties, 
the bill requires ..... a person to pay a penalty assessment 
of $10 or $5 upon conviction of any other felony or mis-
demeanor, respectively, to be deposited in the Indemnity 
Fund ... l/ 
The next major piece of legislation in this area, Senate .Bill 
383 (Chapter 713, Statutes of 1979, Smith) increased the 
penalty assessment for conviction of a felony from $10 to 
$20. 2/ It also specified that the funds generated by the 
collection of fines and penalty assessments be dividied 
ll Government Code Section 13967 
Jj Ibid. 
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equally between victims of violent crime filing claims 
for reimbursement and local victims and witness assis-
tance centers. So that tre Board of Control and the 
assistance centers could develop budgets and plan activ-
ities based on their budget, the Department of Finance 
estimated that about six million dollars would be generated 
through penalties and assessments between January 1, 
1980, and June 30, 1981. As a result, approximately 
three million dollars were appropriated for the first year 
of support to victim/witness assistance centers - from 
July 1980 until June 1981. 
In order to monitor the progress being made towards 
collecting the six million dollars estimated by the 
Department of Finance, the Office of Criminal Justice 
Planning, using information provided by the State 
Controller's Office, prepared a county-by-county report 
on the collection of fines and penalty assessments. 
Table One summarizes the report findings. 
TABLE ONE 
FINES ·AND PENALTY ASSESSMENTS COLLECTED 
JANUARY 1, 1980, TO DECEMBER 30, 1980* 
Fines 
Penalty 
Assessments Total 
Sub-total for the 30 
counties with California 
Victim/Witness Assistance 
Centers 
$1'~ 102,685 $2 ,484,670 $3,587,355 
Balance of State 
{28 counties) 
TOTAL. 
78,844 155,810 
$1,181,529 $2,640,480 
234.654 
$3,822,009 
*As reported to and recorded by California State Controller's 
Office as of March 5, 1981. 
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Beginning January 1, 1981, the provision of Chapter 530, Statutes 
of 1980, altered the method of collection and distribution of 
penalties collected by court clerks. This bill revised the 
penalty assessment structure to replace the requirement that 
a $5 penalty assessment for each misdemeanor conviction and a 
$20 penalty assessment for each felony conviction be placed 
in the Indemnity Fund. Instead, a $3 penalty assessment is to be 
levied for 11 ... every ten dollars {$10) or fraction thereof, upon 
every fine, penalty, or forfeiture imposed and collected by 
the courts for criminal offenses ... 11 All penalty asssessments 
are now placed in the newly created 11 Assessment Fund 11 in the 
State Treasury and divided proportionately among various special 
funds. Previously, the special funds each received the funds 
specifically collected by law for their use. The Indemnity Fund 
now receives, on a monthly basis, 9.38 percent of all moneys 
deposited in the Assessment Fund. In addition, collections of the 
$10 to $10,000 fine for violent crime convictions are deposited 
in the Indemnity Fund on a regular basis. This Statute provides 
that until January 1, 1982, these funds will be divided equally 
between victims seeking compensation and assistance programs. 
There are several legislative measures pending which propose, among 
other things, to increase the amount of money deposited into the 
Indemnity Fund. The additional funding would be used to eliminate 
the use of general funds for compensating victims of violent crime. 
Other measures include removing the requirement that funds deposited 
in the Indemnity Fund be equally divided between victims applying 
for compensation and local assistance centers and providing for 
funding of the Sexual Assault Victim Services Program from the 
Indemnity Fund. Additionally, extending the statutory authority 
for funding local assistance centers is proposed. 
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II PROGRAM METHODOLOGY 
The legislation which provides the financial support for 
victim/witness assistance centers designates to the Office 
of Criminal Justice Planning (OCJP) the administrative 
responsibilities for their selection and operation. To assist 
the OCJP in carrying out this function, a Victim/Witness Ad-
. ~i_sory Corimittee, (roster included as Appendix A consisting 
of · r.epr~se"!t.ati~es from the judiciary, Legislature, local 
governme-ri't, prosecutio-n, defEm.se, law enforcement, and Victim/ 
Witnesses projects was established. 
The Advisory Committee and OCJP developed the program and ad-
ministrative guidelines for the California Victim/Witness Assis-
tance Program. These Program Guidelines (Append1x B) outline 
the program objectives, eligibility criteria, required program 
elements, funding guidelines and the selection process. Briefly, 
they are as follows: 
Program Objectives- To integrate comprehensive assis-
tance programs for victims and witnesses of all types 
of crime into the criminal justice system. 
Eligibility Criteria -Projects must be able to demon-
strate the support of the county board of supervisors, 
the ability to provide comprehensive services and a 
willingness to cooperate with the State Board of Con-
trol. 
Required Program Elements-Ata minimum, all projects 
must provide the full range of services as outlined 
in Section 13835.6 of the Penal Code (as added by 
A.B. 1434). Additional elements may be added. 
Funding Guidelines -An allocation plan was adopted 
which made all counties with populations over 200,000 
eligible for funds (distribution based on population 
estimates and crime rates), and allowed all other 
counties to complete for the balance of funds. 
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Selection Process - Based on the contents of the Program 
Guidelines, OCJP developed a Request for Proposals 
(RFP) for distribution. Responses to the RFP were 
evaluated by OCJP for responsiveness to the require-
ments. 
On May 30, 1980, all interested or eligible agencies, regional 
and local planning units, and other interested organizations were 
sent a copy of the RFP and of the Program Guidelines. By June 30, 
1980, OCJP had reviewed 31 responses to the RFP and had made the 
final funding decisions. Contracts could not be issued until the 
Legislature approved the FY 1980/81 State Budget containing the 
allocation for the victim/witness program. 
By the end of February 1981, all project are expected to have 
hired staff and begun operation. A total of thirty projects were 
awarded funds. Of these, twenty are located in district attorney 
offices, seven in probation departments and three in private non-
profit community agencies. The starting date for projects varied. 
In those counties in which projects existed previously, the of-
ficial starting date was as early as July 1, 1980. In some of 
the new projects there were delays for technical reasons such as 
staff hiring, however, as of February 28, 1981, all ptojects 
were operational. 
A. . STAFF 
Funds made available by the passage of SB 383 will support 
almost 130 staff positions. It is estimated that approxi-
mately 80 additional staff members will be paid from other 
sources. The types of staff positions proposed for victim/ 
witness projects break into six general categories. 
Different titles may be used by some of the projects, but 
the following classification generally describe assi.stance 
center staff duties. 
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· Project Director/Coordinator - The person or persons with 
responsibility for the day-to-day administration of the pro-
ject. This may be in addition to providing direct service 
to clients. 
· Service workers - Staff members with primary responsibility 
of working directly with victims and witnesses. 
Victim Aids - Staff members with primary responsibility for 
providing services to victims. 
· Witness Aids - Staff members with primary responsibility for 
providing services to witnesses. 
· Support Staff - Staff members who perform general clerical 
duties. 
· Other - One project budgeted a position for a volunteer 
coordinator and another project used the skills of a data 
entry operator. 
The following table shows the distribution of staff positions, 
as proposed in project applications. 
TABLE TWO 
PROPOSED STAFF DISTRIBUTION 
# of staff # of staff 
to be paid to be paid % of 
From Project From Other Total all 
Funds Funds Staff Staff 
Director/ 22.5 9.5 32 15.5 
Coordinator 
Service Worker 27 2.5 52 25.1 
Victim Aids 41 10 51 24.6 
Witness Aids 4 22 26 12.6 
Support Staff 32.5 11.5 44 21.3 
Other Staff 1 1 2 1.0 
TOTAL 128 79 207 * 
* Does not equal 100% due to rounding 
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B. CLIENTS 
All of the projects are required to serve the needs of victims 
and ~1itnesses of all types of crimes. Projects receive clients 
by a variety of methods including referrals from criminal 
justice agencies, hospitals, mortuaries and other public organi-
zations. The primary methoqs for receiving clients are described 
below. 
1. VICTIMS 
All the projects have begun working with local agencies 
to develop mechanisms for informing victims about avail-
able services and to develop cooperative relationships with 
other criminal justice agencies and service providers. 
Since the first contact most victims have with the criminal 
justice system is with law enforcement officials, projects 
have sought to establish procedures for receiving client 
referrals from them. 
As a matter of law, all police officers are required to 
inform eligible victims of their right to compensation; 
some agencies have also agreed to inform victims of the 
services available through the assistance projects. Other 
law enforcement agencies routinely forward to local projects 
face sheets from all violent crime reports. In other agencies, 
project staff review all crime reports to identify potential 
clients. Funeral directors inform families about the projects 
ability to assist them in the completion of indemnification 
claims. For those projects located in district attorney 
offices, referrals may be made directly by prosecuting 
attorneys from charge sheets or by the probation department. 
In addition, all projects make efforts to publicize their 
services through an active media campaign, posters in 
hospitals, speaking engagements at local organizations, and 
through their work with other service agencies within the 
community. 
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2. WITNESSES 
Witnesses generally learn of assistance projects when they 
receive a subpoena. Most counties now deliver some sub-
poenas by mail instead of personal services by law enforce-
ment officials. In such cases, citizens are frequently 
given the assistance center•s phone number and asked to 
call. This allows project staff or volunteers to con-
firm the subpoena•s receipt and offer the citizen any 
assistance which may be required. Information about the 
available services may also be included with personally 
served subpoenas. 
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Ill PROGRAM ASSESSMENT 
The basic goal of the California Victim/Witness Assistance 
Program is to encourage andstrengthenthe coordinated parti-
cipation of criminal justice agencies towards providing more 
effective assistance to victims and witnesses of all types of 
crimes. In addition to this goal, the Victim/Witness Advisory 
Committee and OCJP established four primary objectives by which 
to assess program performance. The remainder of this report will 
discuss progress towards meeting each of the four program objec-
tives. 
OBJECTIVE A: PROVIDE FINANCIAL AID TO ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN 
COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAMS FOR VICTIMS AND WITNESSES 
OF ALL TYPES OF CRIMES. 
As of July 1, 1980, assistance projects operated at some level 
in twenty of the thirty counties targeted to receive SB 383 
funds. Los Angeles, Fresno, Marin, Napa and Santa Barbara 
received LEAA funds after the passage of AB 1434 and some of 
the other projects had successfully competed for locally dis-
tributed LEAA funds. Still others had received some local 
support for limited services. The date by which all projects 
were originally projected to have been operational was January 1, 
1981. Due to delays in funding and hiring personnel, this 
target date has been changed to February 28, 1981. The following 
table shows when victims and/or witnesses began receiving some of 
the services outlined in Section 13835.6 of the Penal Code. 
Appendix C provides more information on the individual assistance 
centers. 
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Month 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January 
February 
TABLE THREE 
PROJECT IMPLE~ENTATION SCHEDULE 
Projects Offering Services to 
Victim and/or Witnesses 
Alameda, Butte, Fresno, Kern, Kings, 
Los Angeles, Marin, Monterey, Napa, 
Orange, Riverside, Sacramento, San Ber-
nardino, San Francisco, San Luis Obispo, 
San Mateo, Santa Barbara, Santa Clara 
Sonoma, Ventura 
-0-
San Joaquin, Santa Cruz 
-0-
Contra Costa, El Dorado, Shasta, Solano 
-0-
Mendocino, Stanislaus, Tulare 
san Diego 
Total 
Number 
20 
20 
22 
22 
26 
26 
29 
30 
To be considered a "comprehensive" program, objectives and related 
activities for each of the elements found in Section 1385.6 of the 
Penal Code must be instituted. The following section separately 
lists each of the ten required elements and discusses the programs' 
progress toward achieving them. (As a general indication of the 
statewide progress, averages may be included. Information on indi-
vidual county's performance may be found in Appendix D). 
Element (a) Receipt by victims of crime of more local benefits 
and state compensation awards through assistance to 
the victims in preparing complete and detailed claims 
and assistance to the state by providing legal veri-
fication and evaluation. · 
An important factor influencing the victim's receipt of state or 
local benefits is the availability of persons able to assist the 
victim in the pursuit of such benefits. The establishment 
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of new assistance centers and the expansion of ones existing prior 
to July 1980 is a major element in providing such capabilities 
at the local level. 
Assistance center staff try to develop cooperative relationships 
with local resources to minimize the emotional and financial loss 
of cri1ninal victimization. As an example, a victim may need 
emergency assistance of food, shelter or financial aid. By 
working with local merchants and service agencies, projects have 
been able to arrange for needed food and lodging and even establish 
emergency funds from local contributions. Direct provision of 
such services numbered over 250 and almost 200 referrals were made 
between September and December. Other methods by which projects 
aid victims in receiving local benefits are discussed in relation 
to other service elements. 
In an attempt to · increase the number of valid claims submitted, 
project volunteers and staff members alike have received 
training in the completion of compensation application forms. 
The expertise of the Board of Control as well as experienced 
project staff has been sought for this training. A handbook for 
completing Board of Control applications was developed by volunteers 
from the Junior League of Los Angeles. Between September and 
December 1980, projects reported an average of 21.2 hours a month 
spent on staff training. The Board of Control has been helpful 
in giving formal training sessions and in working with the 
projects on an individual basis to resolve specific problems. 
Data to determine if the number of valid claims has increased 
is limited at this time. The Board of Control estimated that 
the average processing time for claims submitted in 1980 was 
eight to ten months. Since the state program began July 1, 1980, 
and many of the project became fully operational after that date, 
many of the claims submitted have not yet been processed to 
determine validity. 
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Indications are that the number of project-assisted claims 
submitted during FY 1980-81 will exceed the figures for 
FY 1979-80. During 1979-80, approximately 7,000 claims were 
submitted by residents of the thirty participating counties. 
By the end of December 1980, projects had reported assisting 
in the preparation of 689 claims for submission to the Board 
of Control. {See Appendix D-1 for individual county infor-
mation). 
A concern of the program has been the average time necessary for 
the Board of Control to process claims. Traditionally, victims 
may not receive compensation until the criminal justice process 
is completed. By working with the Board of Control and by 
training project staff to assure that the applications submitted 
contain all information necessary to easily verify each claim, 
they hope to see a decrease in the average processing time. As 
a part of routine monthly data colleGtion, projects report the 
average time both for project personnel to -prepare applications 
for submission, and for the Board of Control {BoC) to proc.ess 
them. The information reported thus far is as follows: 
TABLE FOUR 
CLAIM PROCESSING 
Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
Number of Projects 15 20 23 24 
Reporting weeks weeks weeks weeks 
Average time for 9.7 10 3 9.5 6.9 
Project to Process weeks weeks weeks weeks 
Range {2-18.wks) (2-22.wks) {2~23 _ wks)(l~l2 wks) 
Number of Projects 15 20 23 24 
Reporting 
Average time for 32.0 31.8 30.0 27.4 
BoC to Process weeks weeks weeks 1weeks 
Range (16-72 wks) {8-80 wks) {10-72 wks){l7-44 wks) 
It is expected that the previous averages will fluctuate somewhat 
as new projects begin providing compensation claim assistance. 
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Element (b) Establish a means for volunteers to work 
with criminal justice agencies to achieve 
community support. 
All projects were required in the Program Guidelines to use 
volunteers where appropriate and when available to provide 
victim/witness services. Each project identified the areas 
in which they expected volunteers would contribute. Thus far 
eighteen (18) of the projects have recruited and trained volun-
teers. The remaining twelve have formulated plans for volunteer 
recruitment. 
Several methods have been used to publicize project activities 
and assist in the recruitment of volunteers. Among the most 
common are speaking engagements at local service organizations, 
media spots on local television and radio stations, and articles 
in local publications. One project offers a class through the 
adult education program which serves as an introduction to the 
program and as the initial training sessions for interested 
citizens. The following table indicates the activity level of 
volunteers during the first months of the program. 
Number of Projects 
Reporting 
TABLE FIVE 
VOLUNTEER PARTICIPATION* 
Sept. Oct. Nov. 
15 20 23 
Dec. 
24 
Number of Volunteers* 128 205 205 172 
Total Number of 2,287 3,805 4,147 3,326 
Volunteer Hours* 
Total Number of 204 . 313 236 248 
Hours Training 
Given Volunteers 
*For information on individual centers, refer to Appendix D-2. 
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Figures in this table fluctuate as projects complete stages 
of implementation. Other influencing factors may be the 
academic schedule of student vo·lunteers and the holiday season. 
Element {c) Provide follow-up support services to 
'.'ictims and their families in order to 
insure that they receive necessary assis-
tance through available community resources. 
One activity carried out by all projects on a continous basis 
is the identification of established community resources. Nat-
urally, it is one of the first tasks of the newer projects. Some 
projects have used existing local resource lists while others 
have developed their own. 
As assistance centers become an established part of the community, 
they should begin to serve an increasing number of clients and 
therefore, have a greater need for the services of other agencies. 
Current information is shown in the table below: 
TABLE SIX 
SERVICES REFERRED* 
Sept. Oct. 
Number of Projects Reporting 15 20 
-· - -
-- . -
Number of Services Referred 435 734 {For Victims) 
Number of Services Referred 245 1,887 
iFor Witnesses} 
Total Number of Services 680 2,621 
Referred 
Nov. Dec. 
-
23 24 
672 1 ,254 
1,665 1,604 
2,337 2,858 
*For information on individual centers refer to Appendix D-3. 
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Iota I 
N/A 
3,095 
5,401 
8,496 
After referring clients to other agencies, the projects have 
some responsibility to make follow-up contacts to ensure that 
quality services have been provided and that no further action 
is required. Various methods of following the progress of 
clients have been planned and implemented by the projects. 
Some contact every client who was referred to other agencies, 
while other contact a percentage of those referred. One project 
has set up a system to review all open cases weekly to determine 
if further contact is required, as well as to insure that case- · 
loads are .kept current. The information received from clients 
about the quality of service they received from the referral 
agency is used ~o keep lists of referral sources updated. 
Element (d) To provide elderly victims of crime 
with services appropriate to their 
special needs. 
Many of the projects have separate elements designed exclusively 
to deal with the problems of elderly clients.* There are two 
general areas which have been targeted. The first is to increase 
the criminal justice system awar~ness of the elderly victim's 
needs. Presentations concerning this topic are made before 
criminal justice and private agencies alike. Also, there has 
been an attempt to involve ·elderly citizens as volunteers, staff 
and members of advisory boards. 
Secondly, projects have identified, and are beginning to make 
available, .services which are particularly appropriate for elderly 
clients. Specifically, these include crime prevention instruction, 
court· escort · service, transportation and financial and household 
assistance. Progress towards that goal is shown in Table Seven. 
* Elderly was defined as 55 or over by the Evaluation Subcommittee. 
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TABLE SEVEN 
CLIENT INFORMATION* 
I 
::Jtpt. 
-
Number of Projects Reporting 15 
Number of Clients (Victims) 587 
Average Number of 39 
·Clients Per Project 
Number of Clients 43 
Over 55 
Average Number of 3 
Clients Over 55 
Per Project 
Oct. Nov. 
20 23 
1955 2741 
98 119 
293 259 
15 11 
*For information on individual centers refer to Appendix D-4. 
Element (e) Provide liaison and referral system 
to special counseling facilities and 
community service agencies for victims. 
Dec. 
24 
3205 
134 
217 
9 
This element is comprised of two types of relationships, referrals 
to victim/witness assistance projects and referrals from the pro-
jects to other agencies. Currently, projects are attempting to 
increase the number of referral agencies with whom they work 
through public presentations, informational communications to 
community agencies and attendance at local service network 
meetings. Previously existing assistance projects may have an estab-
lished network of community counseling and assistance agencies while 
new projects are just beginning this task. Projects have been instru-
mental in the establishment of new resources in some communities. 
Table Six, discussed in conjunction with element (c), displays the 
reported information about service for which project staff have 
referred clients elsewhere. The success of centers at having other 
agencies refer clients is shown in Table Nine, in relation to 
Objective B. 
Element (f) Provide transportation and household 
assistance to those victims and witnesses 
participating in the criminal justice process. 
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All of the projects have arranged to provide a minimum level of 
the services listed above. In many of the projects, when subpoenaed 
witnesses contact them, staff determine whether transportation or 
other services are necessary in order for witnesses to make their 
court appearance. If so, projects may provide automobile transportation 
themselves, inform the prosecuting attorney, or provide free bus 
tokens. Arrangements may also be made for child care, or any other 
contingency affecting court appearance. Some projects have also 
developed resources for meeting the household needs of crime 
victims. Staff or volunteers may arrange for assistance to victims 
in providing household assistance or cleaning up the crime scene. 
One technique used to obtain services for clients is to encourage 
local merchants or service groups to provide labor or ~aterials 
when property damage has occurred. 
Element (g) Notification of friends, relatives, 
and employer of victim, if requested. 
At the victim's request, the projects may intervene with employers, 
should a work conflict arise which ~ay threaten a victi~'s co~rt 
appearance. In addition, employers, friends or relatives may be 
contacted about a client's victi~ization. These services are not, 
however, requested very frequently. In the last four months of 
1980, the number of friends, relatives or employers \'lho v.Jere 
notified by the program at the client's request totaled 
slightly more than 200 . 
Element (h) Arrangements for verification of medical 
benefits and assistance in applying for 
state victim compensation. 
All of the projects, in their grant application, describe procedures 
for assisting clients . in submitting claims for state compensation. 
The l ocal programs are working with the State Board of Control to 
verify medical benefits. This involves identifying local contacts 
such as hospitals and physicians to deteri.line the extent of r.1edical 
attention received and 1·1hether payment has been made. 
In conjunction with the above-mentioned activities, project 
staff work with clients to apply for other types of medical 
benefits. In some cases, 8edical forms need to be completed and 
verified while other cases involve private insurance companies. 
The projects anticipate that as they work with the State Board of 
Control and become more familiar with the procedures and polices 
relating to applications for idemnification, a higher proportion 
of the claims they submit will conform to these regulations. 
They further hope to reduce processing time and increase the number 
of valid claims submitted. The baseline data on the average 
processing time of claims is now being collected (See Table Four). 
The evaluation will monitor the changes in these figures to deter-
mine any significant variation. 
Element (i) Notification of witnesses, prior to their 
being subpoenaed in criminal cases, and 
of changes in the court calendar to avoid 
unnecessary trips to court and unnecessary 
time at court. 
Witnesses rece1v1ng subpoenas for the first time may be unaware of 
their significance, and of the responsibilities placed on them. In 
order to assist witnesses in this regard, projects have begun im-
plementing witness management services within district attorney 
offices. Through this cooperation, many counties have chosen to 
replace a system whereby all subpoenas are served personnally by 
law enforcement officials with the less intimidating, more cost 
effective subpoena-by-mail system. Many of the projects have 
developed and arranged for informational brochures to accompany 
subpoenaes. In addition to saving local government revenues 
associated with personal service, the program hopes to use the 
mail system to its advantage in contacting clients. 
By January l, 1981, over one-half of the projects had demonstrated 
capabilities to call off witnesses who were no longer required to 
make a court appearance at the scheduled time. Previously, many 
witnesses were uninformed of court calendar changes until they 
arrived at the scene. As an example of their efforts, over 8,500 
witnesses were called off duringthemonth of December alone. Of 
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these, about 40 percent were law enforcement officers. As an 
additional service, some projects have implemented a system whereby 
witnesses are allowed to be on a "stand by" basiss awaiting program 
notification that they are required to testify in court. 
Element (j) Provision of reception and guidance at the 
courthouse, including an explanation of 
unfamiliar procedures, and bilingual infor-
mation. 
Many projects mail maps or brochures with subpoenas to inform 
witnesses of the location of the court and where they are to 
report. Some courts have information booths (often staffed by 
project volunteers). Others have court calendars and locations 
clearly displayed within the court building. Witnesses may be 
asked to report to the witness waiting room in those counties 
which have established them. These waiting rooms are generally 
more private and comfortable, and less intimidating to witnesses 
than the hallways or other space usually available. For witnesses 
requesting this service, many programs have provided a court 
escort service. 
In all thirty countiess arrangements may be made for the use of 
translators to assist non-English speaking clients. In some of 
the counties this service has been routinely useds whereas others 
have not yet had such a request. 
Projects have been asked to maintain information regarding the types 
of crimes to which victims have been subjected. As apparent from 
the information displayed in Table Eight, the majority of clients 
so far have been victims of violent crimes (including sexual 
assault and domestic violence). The evaluation will continue to 
explore this issue to determine whether certain types of 
victimization require more services an~/or \lhether certain victims 
are more readily contacted by projects. 
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TABLE EIGHT 
CLIENT VICTIMIZATION 
Se~tember October November December TOTAL 
Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of 
Clients % Clients % Clients % Clients % Clients % 
Sexual Assault 70 12 209 11 380 14 418 13 1,077 13 
Victims 
Domestic Violence 55 9 247 13 253 9 297 9 852 10 
Violent Crime 267 46 831 42 953 35 1,016 32 3,067 36 
Victims (other I 
<::t 
than sexual assault C\J 
or domestic violence I 
Property Crime 18 3 554 28 733 27 1,126 35 2,431 28 
Unknown 177 30 114 6 422 348 11 1 ,061 12 
TOTAL 587 100% 1 ,955 lt)O% 2,741 100% 3,205 100% 8,488 100% 
OBJECTIVE B: IMPROVE THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE NEEDS OF VICTIMS 
AND WITNESSES ON THE PART OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
SYSTEM, AND INCREASE THEIR PARTICIPATION IN THE 
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE. IN CARRYING OUT THIS 
OBJECTIVE, CENTERS SHOULD BE DESIGNED TO UNDERTAKE 
ACTIVITIES THAT: 
1. PROVIDE A MODEL FOR OTHER COMMUNITY-BASED 
EFFORTS TO AID VICTIMS AND WITNESSES. 
2. SENSITIZE LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS, COMMUNI-
CATIONS TECHNICIANS, AND SUPERVISORS TO THE 
NEEDS OF VICTIMS OF CRIME AND REINFORCE A 
CONCERNED APPROACH TO THESE VICTIMS. 
3. ATTEMPT TO DECREASE THE INCIDENCE OF UNREPORTED 
CRIMES. 
4. ASSURE THAT VICTIMS AND WITNESSES ARE INFORMED 
OF THE PROGRESS OF THE CASE IN WHICH THEY ARE 
INVOLVED. 
Each of the above four areas relates to a different aspect of 
improving the relationship between citizens and the criminal 
justice systems. Because of this, each will be discussed separately. 
1. PROVIDE A MODEL FOR OTHER COMMUNITY-BASED 
EFFORTS TO AID VICTIMS AND WITNESSES. 
The criteria for projects to serve as a model are that they provide 
comprehensive services to both victims and witnesses, that they 
become an integrated part of the criminal justice system and other 
service providing community agencies, and that they provide 
services in a cost-effective manner. It is also important that 
successful aspects of the centers be transferable. To facilitate 
this, a number of approaches are being used to enhance communications 
among the projects and other interested parties. 
The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration awarded California 
a discretionary grant for the purposes of developing a victim/ 
witness network. The grant provided funding to hire a coordinator 
to facilitate cooperation and an exchange of ideas among the 
projects. With the cooperation of local sponsoring agencies, 
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project directors and the Board of Control, progress is being 
made. A California Victim/Witness Assistance Program Network 
newsletter containing articles about specific aspects of various 
projects, recent publications of related legislation and other 
items of interest has been published. The grant also provided 
the funds for two statewide training sessions in addition to 
technical assistance visits to the individual sites. 
In October of 1978, victim/witness program directors and other 
concerned service providers formed the Northern California 
Victim/Witness Coordinating Council. Council members originally 
met to discuss program activities, claim submission, and l~gis­
lation pertaininQ to victims and witnesses. and later moved to 
influence legislation. The Northern California Council was in-
fluential in the development of the California Victim/Witness 
Network and the Southern California Victim/Witness Coordinating 
Council which began in November 1979. The two councils together 
form a State Coordinating Council which meets regularly to 
share information and develop policies pertaining to victim 
and witness service throughout the state. 
The issue of providing comprehensive services has been discussed 
in the preceding sections. Table Six, found on page 18, displays 
information about the number of victims served and the number of 
services for which center staff made referrals to victim and 
witness. From September through December 1980, projects reported 
serving over 8,000 victims, providing close to 37,000 individual 
services. In addition, almost 60,000 separate services were 
provided to witnesses during that same period. 
In order to serve as a model for future efforts, a program must 
develop good working relationships with other community agencies. 
One indication of the program progress in this area is the number 
of clients referred to the centers from other agencies. Between 
September and December almost 72% of the clients were referred from 
other agencies in the communities. 
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I 
The majority of referrals to the projects from outside agencies 
come from law enforcement agencies or district attorney•s offices. 
The program has shown a gradual increase in the average number 
of referrals per project per month. Table Nine, which follows, 
indicates the numbers of clients referred monthly from each of the 
major sources. 
TABLE NINE 
Referral Sources 
s b eptem er 0 ctober N b ovem er D mb ece er TOTAL 
Number of Projects 15 20 23 24 N/A 
Reporting 
Law Enforcement 332 759 645 745 2,481 
District Attorney 227 440 896 1,537 3,000 
Public Defender 0 0 5 3 8 
Probation Department 15 31 32 57 135 
Mortuaries 2 22 6 16 46 
Private Agencies 22 44 72 56 194 
Public Agencies 132 125 159 219 635 
Hospitals 15 28 28 27 98 
Media 14 24 22 27 87 
Project 217 623 1 '139 941 2,920 
OTHER 24 58 406 66 554 
TOTAL* 1,000 2,154 3,410 3,694 10,258 
Average Number of 67 108 148 154 N/A 
Referrals Per 
Project 
*For information on individual centers refer to Appendix D-5. 
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It is too early to begin a cost analysis of the program, but it 
is anticipated that such an assessment will be conducted as a 
part of the evaluation. 
2. SENSITIZE LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS, CDr·1f-1UNICATIONS 
TECHNICIANS. AND SUPERVISORS TO THE NEEDS OF VICTIMS OF_ 
CRIMES -AND REINFORCE A CONCERNED APPROACH TO THESE VICTIMS 
Projects are attempting to establish communications and coordination 
with all elements of the criminal justice system by all the methods 
discussed in the previous section. In particular, there has been 
an emphasis on law enforcement agencies, as these are the first 
contact most victims/witnesses have with the system. An 
indicator of the program•s success in this area will be the number 
of referrals received from law enforcement. From September through 
December 1980, figures reported by the projects indicated a total 
of almost 2,500 referrals from law enforcement agencies, over 20% 
of their total referrals. It is too early to determine whether a 
trend of increased law enforcement reliance on assistance projects 
is developing. 
3. ATTEMPT TO DECREASE THE INCIDENCE OF UNREPORTED CRIMES 
No ·conclusive data exists to document the true rate of unreported 
crime. The method used most often to establish this data--
victimization studies--requires resources beyond those available 
at this time. However, projects have been recording the number of 
clients who report their victimization after contact with the 
program. During the four months for which this information has 
been recorded, 60 such incidents have occurred. 
4. ASSURE THAT VICTIMS AND WITNESSES ARE INFORMED OF THE 
PROGRESS OF THE CASE IN WHICH THEY ARE INVOLVED. 
Preliminary reports indicate that projects are making progress in 
this area. ~rocedures have been changed in some counties to 
improve the dissemination of information during the progress of 
the case and also after final disposition. Table Ten shows the 
level of service provided thus far. 
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TABLE TEN 
Case Progress Information 
SeEt. Oct. Nov. Dec. TOTAL 
No. of times case 165 527 638 1,435 2,765 
status information 
given to victims 
No. of times case tl,23l 3,249 2 '731 3,225 13,436 
status information 
given to witnesses 
No . . of times case 148 4,643 
disposition informa-
4,037 3,821 12,649 
tion given to victims 
No. of times case 1,300 998 
disposition infor-
1,448 1 '713 7,459 
mation given to 
witnesses 
OBJECTIVE C: PROVIDE FOR THE FASTER AND MORE COMPLETE RECOVERY 
FROM THE EFFECTS OF CRIME THROUGH THE SERVICES OF 
CENTERS FOR VICTIM AND WITNESS ASSISTANCE. 
Five areas were identified as basic to the recovery from crime: 
direct financial assistance, direct personal services, assistance 
with the criminal justice system~ access· to a full ra.nge of"" 
services through referrals,and assistance in filing for financial 
compensation. The measurement of this objective is the cumulative 
assessment of all the other program elements, each of which is 
dealt with in greater detail in other sections of this report. 
OBJECTIVE D: INCREASE THE ROLE OF VICTIM AND WITNESS PROGRAMS IN 
ASSISTING VICTIMS OF VIOLENT CRIME TO PREPARE 
APPLICATIONS FOR STATE COMPENSATION. 
As previously discussed, local programs have been working with local 
law agencies to make their services available to an increased number 
of violent crime victims. Once victims of violent crimes come 
into contact with the project, staff and volunteers work directly with 
them. At that time, victims receive information relating to the 
eligibility requirements and application procedures for state com-
pensation and are offered other assistance. Through 
these efforts, each of the projects aim to assist in the· completion 
of at least twenty percent (20%) of all state compensation claims 
filed from their county during the first year's operation. 
Between September and December 1980, projects reported assisting 
with almost 700 compensation applications filed with the Board 
of Control. Since the Board of Control does not routinely compile 
data on the number of applications received from each county or on 
the number which have been submitted with project assistance, com-
parison will have to be made with last year's data. With the 
cooperation of the Board, data was compiled for FY 1979-80. It 
showed that a total of approximately 1,400 of those submitted 
during FY 1980-81 must reflect project assistance in order to meet 
the 20% target figure. This requires an average of 120 per month 
submitted through the Victim/Witness Assistance Program. Even 
though not all thirty counties have established projects, the 
program average exceeds 150 claims per month. By January 1981, 
the Board of Control reported that over 30% of all claims approved 
for processing had received assistance from projects. 
The following table displays program activity relating to the 
state compensation program. 
TABLE ELEVEN 
INDEf~NIFICATION CLAIMS FOR VICTIMS OF VIOLENT CRIME 
Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
Number of projects 15 20 23 24 
reporting 
Number of claims 295 699 665 669 
inquiries 
Number of claims 425 620 838 895 
assisted 
Number of claims 93 164 205 227 
filed* 
Average number of c.laims 6 8 9 10 
filed per project 
*For information on individual centers refer to Appendix D-1. 
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IV EVALUATION METHODOLOGY 
As discussed in previous sections, the Office of Criminal Justice 
Planning has administrative responsibility for the California 
Victim/Witness Assistance Program. As part of the responsibility 
for· managing and administering this program, a two-year evaluation 
of its effectiveness is being conducted. To aid in the development 
of the evaluation plan, an Evaluation Subcommittee of the Victim/ 
Witness Advisory Committee Appendix E was formed. 
The evaluation plan of the Victim/Witness Program was formally 
adopted by OCJP in September 1980. This plan reiterated the 
four program objectives as found in the Victim/Witness Program 
Guidelines, and outlined the manner in which each would be measured. 
The evaluation plan calls for a division of the evaluation responsi-
bilities between the individual projects and OCJP. Each of the 
projects is required to submit a one-page data form Appendix F. 
to OCJP monthly. OCJP has the overall responsibility for the 
conducting the evaluation; compiling and verifying local data, 
statewide data collection and submission of regular reports. A 
series of three small reports (including this preliminary report) 
will be issued in order to provide regular performance feedback to 
program management and the projects. A final evaluation report 
will be prepared April 1982 providing detailed information on the 
program as called for in the evaluation plan. 
The evaluation of the program will be based upon the cumulative 
evaluation of each of the project sites. Projects in the thirty 
counties are at various stages of implementation. Existing pro-
jects are using these funds to improve or expand services previously 
offered. Most of the new projects propose to implement services 
in phases, expanding in an incremental fashion. All projects are 
requ ired to be fully operational and providing comprehensive services 
to vi ctims and witnesses of all types of crimes within the two-year 
peri od. The first months of operation will serve as a baseline for 
comparison as the orooram continues. The key indicator of success 
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or failure for the program will be the collective progress of the 
projects towards offering comprehensive* services. 
*Comprehensive servicesarediscussed in detail in the preceding 
section. 
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V. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This report documents the progress during the first six months of 
the California Victim/Witness Assistance Program. Projects sub-
mitted evaluation data for the months of September, through and inclu--
ding December 1980 to provide the information for this project. 
Summary of Findings 
The Office of Criminal Justice Planning accomplished the following steps 
toward implementing the Victim/Witness Programs. 
o Program Guidelines for the statewide program were developed. With 
the assistance of the Victim/Witness Advisory Committee the Office 
of Criminal Justice Planning established the program objectives, 
eligibility criteria required program elements, allocation plans 
and the administrative requirements. 
o A Request-For-Proposal (RFP) was distributed to all eligible and 
interested parties. Ultimately, applicants were awarded grants. 
o An Evaluation Plan for the statewide program, adopted in September 
1980 was developed in conjunction with the Evaluation Subcommittee 
of the Advisory Committee. 
The status of the Victim/Witness Assistance Centers at the end of four months 
of operation is as follows: 
o Projects in twenty-six counties were operating by January 1, 1981. 
Nineteen of those counties were providing services as of July 1980 
for victims and/or witnesses. Some had received local LEAA funds, others 
competed for LEAA state level awards, and others gained support from 
with in local criminal justice agencies. 
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o As a result of the Victim/Witness Network, a Forms Committee with 
representatives of local projects and the State Board of Control 
has been established. A standardized format for the submission of 
Indemnification Claims has been developed by this Committee and 
the Board of Control. 
o Local criminal justice agencies have referred an increasing number 
of clients to assistance centers. For example, law enforcement 
agencies referred an average of 22 clients per project in September 
and 31 in December while the district attorney offices averaged 15 
per project in September and 64 in December. 
o Victims and witnesses are increasingly being provided with case 
progress or disposition information through the efforts of assistance 
centers. In four months, case status or disposition information 
was distributed in over 35,000 instances. 
o Over 30% of the claims now received by the State Board of Control 
reflect victim/witness center assistance. During the last four 
months of 1980, centers reported that almost 700 claims were filed 
with their assistance. Approximately 14,000 claims have to be so 
identified in order to meet the requirement that 20% of all claims 
from participating counties reflect project assistance during the 
first year of the statewide program. 
o If the collection level remains unchanged, fines and assessments 
collected will not equal the amount the Department of Finance projected. 
Information from the State Controller's Office shows that $3.8 million 
dollars has been collected for the calendar year 1980. Even with the 
additional funds expected to be collected for October, November, and 
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December, it does not appear as if $6 million will have been 
collected by June 30, 1981. 
Recommendations 
As a result of the findings and activities discussed in this 
document, the Office of Criminal Justice Planning (OCJP) makes 
the following recommendations: 
1. Increased Collection of Fines and Assessments 
It is particularly appropriate that support for victim and 
witness services be generated by the fines and penalty 
assessments levied upon persons convicted of criminal acts. 
Therefore, activities should be undertaken to emphasize to 
members of the judiciary, court clerks, probation departments 
and others to collect and report the fines and penalty assess-
ments pursuant to State statutes. 
2. Continued State Support of the Program 
As described in this report, the operation of local assistance 
centers appears to be a cost-efficient addition to the criminal 
justice system. Centers have identified the following areas to 
potentially be cost effective for governmental agencies 
and/or private citizens: 
o Notifying witnesses, both civilian and law enforcement, 
when court calendars have been changed or cases cancelled. 
o Arranging transportation for victims and witnesses to 
make appointments with prosecutors for court appearances. 
o Notifying friends, relatives, employees and creditors 
about a persons victimization and their related involve-
ment in the criminal justice system. 
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In addition, the services provided by the program add a much 
needed element to the criminal justice system. It is appropriate 
that some level of services and recognition be given to the 
innocent crime victim or witness. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
PROGRAM GUIDELINES 
VICTI~1/WITNESS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
APPENDIX B 
When crime strikes, the chief concern of the criminal justice system 
has been apprehending, prosecuting and treating the offender. All 
too often citizens who become involved with the criminal justice 
system, either as victims or witnesses to crime, are treated 
shabbily by that system. Authoritative studies consistently demon· 
strate that more than two-thirds of all crimes are never reported 
to the police. In surveys, the reasons people give most for not 
reporting indicate that they are disenchanted with the criminal justice system. 
Recognizing these facts, the California Legislature identified the 
need to develop methods to reduce the neglect and inconvenience 
often experienced by victims and witnesses in the wake of crime. 
In response to that need, the Legislature has passed two bills 
which provide for the establishment and operation of programs to 
assist victims and witnesses of crime. They are: 
Assembly Bill 1434 (Gage) Local Assistance Centers 
for Victims and Witnesses, Chapter 1256, 1977 
Statutes. (Copy of Statute is in Appendix A) 
This legislation was designed to fund pilot project centers for 
victims and witnesses in order to provide ways of improving 
attitudes of these citizens toward the criminal justice system 
and to provide for faster and more complete recovery from the 
effects of crime. Responding to this legislative mandate, the 
Office of Criminal Justice Planning (OCJP) funded six full 
service assistance centers with a supplemental award from the 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) to California 1 S 
1978 Part C Block Grant. Additionally, ten more agencies have 
developed and are operating victim/witness centers with LEAA 
funds administered by OCJP. 
With the success of these pilot projects, it became apparent 
that a need existed to provide financial aid to local comprehen-
sive programs for victims and witnesses of all types of crime. 
To answer this need,the California Legislature enacted a second 
statute which also focused on victims and witnesses. 
• Senate Bill 383 (Smith) Victims and Witnesses of 
Crime; Fines and Assessments, Chapter 713, 1979 
Statutes. (Copy of Statute is in Appendix B) 
This legis l ation provides that a person convicted of a crime of 
violence committed in this state which results in the injury or 
death of another person shall pay a fine commensurate with the 
offense committed, and with the probable economic fmpact upon 
the victim, of at least ten dollars ($10), but not to exceed 
ten thousand dollars ($10,000). 
Additionally, a person convicted of any other felony or misdemeanor 
shall be assessed twenty dollars ($20) for each felony and five 
dollars (SS) for each misdemeanor. 
Funds generated under this legislation are to be deposited in the 
Indemnity Fund in the State Treasury and divided equally to 
indemnify victims of violent crimes filing claims for reimburse-
ment and to provide assistance to local comprehensive programs 
for victims and witnesses. 
Approximately three million dollars have been designated for use 
in funding comprehensive programs within the State of California. 
These Guidelines set forth a system for allocating these funds 
among California counties. Under that system, specific alloca-
tions are made for each county having a 1980 population of 
200,000 or more, a "balance-of-state" fund is created for the 
support of programs in less populous areas and, for Fiscal Year 
1980-81, provision is made to ensure support of presently exist-
ing comprehensive projects at approximately their present budget 
levels, where formula amounts would be less. 
II. BACKGROUND 
The concept of providing help to victims has been in existence in 
California since 1965 when the state developed the nation•s first 
victim Indemnification Program. It was not long before additional 
needs of both victims and witnesses and the criminal justice system 
became apparent. 
In late 1977, the California Council on Criminal Justice (CCCJ) 
identified victim/witness assistance as one of its top program 
priorities. A survey conducted by the OCJP in 1978 identified 
nineteen projects delivering a multiplicity of services and found 
that they were funded by a variety of sources. It was also deter-
mined that these programs were delivering different kinds of 
services to victims and witnesses, and were employing various 
methods of delivery of such services. 
Consistent with the passage of the aforementioned legislation, the 
program priorities set by CCCJ and the rapid development of victim/ 
witness service programs, OCJP has been charged with the responsi-
bility of selecting and supporting local assistance 
programs. 
The Cal i fornia Victim/Witness Assistance Program is designed to 
allow local agencies to enhance services to victims and witnesses 
while acting to contribute to the effective operation of the 
crimina l justice system. It 'flill act to establish a more systematic 
approach to the operation of victim/witness programs throughout the 
state. 
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These Program Guidelines are intended to serve as a guide for 
developing, ·mplementing and assessing the impact of Victim/ 
Witness programs established pursuant to SB 383. They have been 
written with the help and advice of a broad-based Advisory 
Committee made up of representati ves from the Judiciary, Legis-
lature, local government, prosecutors, defense, law enforcement 
and Victim/Witness program directors. Recommendations of the 
Victim/Witness Advisory Committee, which were particularly helpful, 
dealt wi th such key issues as the two-part formula (population 
and major crimes reported) for al locating funds to counties. A 
roster of Committee members is included in Appendix C. 
III. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
Based on expresssions of legislative intent and program purposes 
contained. in the two statutes described above, the objectives of 
this program are: 
A. Provide financial aid to establish and maintain comprehensive 
programs for victims and witnesses of all types of crime. 
B. Improve the understanding of the needs of victims and witnesses 
on the part of the criminal justice sytem, and increase their 
participation in the administration of justice. In carrying 
out this objective, centers should be designed to undertake 
activities that: 
1. Provide a model for other community-based efforts to 
aid victims and witnesses. 
2. Sensitize law enforcement officials, communications 
technicians, and supervisors to the needs of victims 
of crime and reinforce a concerned approach to these 
victims. 
3. Attempt to decrease the incidence of unreported crimes. 
4. Assure that victims and witnesses are informed of the 
progress of the case in which they are involved. 
C. Provide for faster and more complete recovery from the effects 
of crime through the services of centers for victim and wit-
ness assistance. 
D. To increase the role of victim and witness programs in assist-
ing victims of violent crime to prepare applications for state 
compensation. 
IV. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA AND PROGRAM COMPONENTS 
Section 13967(d) of the Government Code (contained in SB 383) sets 
forth requirements or eligibility criteria for programs which 
receive funding. The purpose of this guideline section is to describe 
the program components eligible for funding under this program. 
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?. Elig i bility Criteria 
1 
The basic eligibility for funding is set forth in Government Code 
Section 13967(e) which provides that: 
"(e) Funds sha7.Z be made a:vai~ab~e through OCJP to those 
estabLished pubLia or private non-profit programs 
for ~he assistanae of viatims and witnesses whiah: 
(1) Provide aomprehensive serviaes to viat~~s and 
witnesses of aZZ types of arime. It is the 
intent of the Legis~ature to make funds avaiL-
ab~e onLy to programs which do not restriat 
serviaes to viatims and witnesses of a 
particuLar type or types of arimes. 
(2) Are reaognized by the county board of supervisors 
as the major provider of aomprehensive serviaes 
to such viatims and witnesses. 
(3) Are seLeated by the aounty board of supervisors 
as the e~igibLe program to reaeive suah funds. 
(4) Assist viatims of vioLent arimes in the preparation 
and presentation of the a7,aims to the State Board 
of ControL for indemnifiaation pursuant to this 
a:I'tia Le. 
(5) Cooperate with the State Board of ControL in 
obtaining and verifying data required by this 
artiaLe." 
B. Program Components 
Applications for funds appropriated pursuant to SB 383 must, as 
a minimum, respond to the criteria set forth above. To assist 
applicants in developing their programs, this section of the 
Guidelines contains further discussion of the eligibility 
criteria, setting forth program elements that should be included 
in each application. 
1. Definition of 11 Comprehensive 11 • While SB 383 does not contain 
a definition of the word "comprehensive", Section 13835.6 of 
the Penal Code (added by AB 1434) enumerates a list of 
minimum services to be provided by Victim/Witness Centers. 
In reviewing applications, OCJP will be guided by Section 
13835.6 in determining whether the proposed project will 
give an adequate range of services to satisfy the comprehen-
siveness requirement. Service elements listed in that section 
are: 
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''(a) Reaeipt by viatims of arime of more loaaZ benefits 
and state c:ompensation ClJJ)aztds through assistanae to 
the viatims in preparing aompZete and detailed 
aZaims and assistanae to the state by providing 
ZoaaZ verifiaation and evaluation. 
(b) Establish a means for volunteers to work with 
ariminaZ justiae agenaies to aahieve aommrmity 
support. 
(a) Provide fo Z tow-up support serviaes to viatims and 
their families in order to insure that they reaeive 
neaessary assistanae through avaiLabZe aommunity 
resourc:es. 
(d) To provide elderly viatims of arime with serviaes 
appropriate to their speaiaZ needs. 
(e) Provide Ziaison and referraZ systems to speaiaZ 
c:ounseling faaiZities and aommunity serviae agenaies 
for viatims. 
(f) Provide transportation and household assistanae to 
those viatims and witnesses partiaipating in the 
c:riminaZ justiae proaess. 
(g) Notifiaation of friends~ relatives, and employer of 
viatim~ if requested. 
(h) Arrangement for verifiaation of mediaal benefits and 
assistanae in appZying for state viatim aompensation. 
(i) Notifiaation of witnesses prior to their being sub-
poenaed in ariminaZ c:ases and of ahanges in the aourt 
aaZendar to avoid unneaessary trips to aourt and 
unneaessa:t'7j time at aourt. 
(j) Provision of reaeption and guidanae at the c:ourthouse, 
inaZuding and e:z:pZanation of unfamiliar proaedures and 
biZinguaZ information." 
2. Other Services. In addition to those service elements 
set forth above, applicants may include other services 
in their programs. Examples of such elements include: 
a. Witness Protection 
If the organization designated by the County Board of 
Supervisors to operate the program is a prosecution or 
law enforcement agency, a reasonable amount, not to 
exceed ten percent of the project budget, may be used 
for witness protection. Applicants who wish to budget 
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funds for this purpose will be required to establish 
written guidelines for thetr use consistent with 
those of the California Witness Protection Program of 
the State Department of Justice. 
b. Emergency Victim Fund 
If the organization designated as eligible by the County 
Board of Supervisors is a permanent public agency, the 
project budget may establish a fund for the payment of 
emergency needs of crime victims, not to exceed five 
percent of the project total. Authority to pay out 
of this fund must rest with the Chief Executive of the 
designated public agency . Applicants budgeting funds 
for an emergency fund will be required to establish a 
detailed written procedure, subject to OCJP approval. 
3. Program Selection by the County Board of Supervisors 
As set forth in the statutory eligibility criteria, the 
Board of Supervisors must recognize a program's comprehen-
siveness and then select it as the one eligible to receive 
funding. OCJP will accept only one application from each 
county. Evidence of Board designation must accompany the 
application, and may be in the form of a Board resolution 
or letter from the Board Chairman, Clerk or County Adminis-
trative Officer. 
Recognition and selection of the single applicant by the 
County Board of Supervisors must be made on a basis that 
ensures: 
(a) the availability of these services to victims and 
witnesses of all types of crimes, and 
(b) equitable distribution of such services among 
residents of substantially the entire county. 
In certain jurisdictions, the county's application must 
recognize that prosecution of misdemeanor cases may be 
handled by City Attorney offices, and provide for ser-
vices to those victims and witnesses through subcontract 
or other means. Witnesses for the defense in criminal 
cases may not arbitrarily be excluded from the services 
of witness assistance programs. 
4. Cooperation with State Board of Control 
Assistance and cooperation wi th victims and the State Board 
of Control shall constitute the provision of assistance in 
submitting claims for reimbursement from the Victims of 
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Violent Crime Fund and the obtaining of verification 
documentation necessary to process those claims in a 
timely manner. During FY 1980-81, not less than 20 
percent of compensation app l ications received from 
each county participating in this program should 
reflect the assistance of its victim witness center. 
During FY 1981-82 not less than 40 percent of such 
claims should reflect that assistance. 
V. FUNDING GUIDELINES 
A. Grant Duration 
Participating programs will be initially funded for a twelve-
month period. Projects are subject to a continuation review 
and must submit timely fiscal and progress reports and adhere 
to evaluation requirementst in accordance with contract 
requirements. 
B. Funding Guidelines and Allocations 
Consistent with Section 13967 of the Government Code, the 
Governor's Budget asks that $3 million be appropriated for 
FY 1980-81 out of the Indemnity Fund for the Victim/Witness 
Assistance Center Program. The amount was arrived at after 
consultation with the Department of Finance and the Legis-
lative Analyst's Office. 
It should be noted that the availability of these funds for 
allocation to local programs is contingent upon their 
appropriation by the Legislature in the State's FY 1980-81 
Budget Act, and upon adequate revenue being derived from 
the funding source. 
In developing an allocation plan for this program OCJP, with 
the help of the Victim/Witness Advisory Committee, took into 
account several issues: 
1. Since the amount of funds for this program are limited, 
the allocation plan should assure adequate funding for 
counties experiencing the greatest need, as measured 
by relative population and level of crime activity. 
2. While it is anticipated that State Special Funds will be 
available to support Victim/Witness Centers at the local 
level, local government should also be encouraged to 
make a financial investment in them. Although local 
matching funds will not be required, indirect costs will 
be limited. 
3. Since some counties have already established Victim/Witness 
Centers, reasonable efforts should be undertaken to assist 
these programs, if they meet all the eligibility criteria 
and are selected by the County's Board of Supervisors, to 
transition to funds made available as a result of this 
program. 
C. Allocation Plan 
' OCJP has adopted an allocation plan that contains the following 
provisions: 
1. Counties with a population of 200,000 or more will be eligible 
to apply for a specified amount of funds. The amount that 
each county may apply for will be determined by a two-part 
formula. This formula gives equal weight to the county's 
share or percentage of the State's: 
(a) Population, as estimated by the Department of Finance, and 
(b) Seven major crimes,as reported to the Bureau of Criminal 
Statistics. 
The same formula will determine the amount of the balance-of-
state share. By following the allocation plan, counties 
accounting for over 91 percent of the State's population and 
reporting over 93 percent of the State's seven major offenses 
are assured of participation. 
For Fiscal Year 1980-81, which will be considered a transition 
year, OCJP is setting aside $200,000 to assure maintenance of 
current funding levels for already existing programs that, 
after careful analysis, appear to meet eligibility and program 
requirements and may be designated by the County Board of 
Supervisors as the County's comprehensive program. Funds ear-
marked for supplemental allocations where formula amounts are 
not adequate will be subject to case-by-case negotiations be-
tween OCJP and representatives of Boards of Supervisors and 
Victim/Witness Center program operators. These negotiations 
will determine the amount of added funding that existing 
centers may need to maintain their current level of support 
through June 30, 1981. 
The results of applying the state-wide formula to the balance 
available, $2.8 million, are set forth on Table I on page 9. 
Table II reflects the distribution of $3 million under the 
state-wide formula. Table II figures may be used for FY 1981-
82 budget planning purposes, but with some caution. Specif-
ically, population estimates and reported crimes, the basis 
of the formula, may substantially change. In addition, the 
amount of funds appropriated by the Legislature for FY 1981-
82 may also change. 
2. Balance-of-State 
In addition to the funds set aside for allocation to counties 
over 200,000 population, a little over $200,000 will be avail-
able for award to counties with less than 200,000 population. 
This allocation, referred to as Balance-of-State, will be made 
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County 
State Total 
c:o 
I 
\0 
Alameda 
Contra Costa 
fresno 
Kern 
Los Angeles 
Marin 
Honterey 
Orange 
Riverside 
Sacr.smento 
San Bernardino 
San Diego 
San francisco 
S.sn Joaquin 
San Mateo 
So~nta Barbara 
Santa Clara 
Solano 
Sonoma 
Stanhlaus 
Tulare 
Ventura 
---
Ba la nce or State 
- --
lADlE 1. PlANNED fOR FY 1900-1981 
VICTIM/WITNESS fORMUlA AllOCATIONS FOR CAliFORNIA COUNTIES 
OVER 200.000 POI'UlATION 
-
l/l/80 Population 
Estimates 1 Percent of Total 197B Crtmes2 Percent of Total (In Thousands) State Population Reported State Cr lane 
22,911.0 100.000000 977,985 100.000000 
1,098.5 4. 794640 51,237 5.239037 
645.3 2.816551 23,982 2.452185 
490.B 2.142202 26,41B 2.701268 
383.3 1.672996 16,971 1. 735303 
7,163.1 31.264895 365,280" 37.350266 
225.2 0.982934 6,349 0.649192 
281.3 I. 227795 8,350 0.853796 
1,896.2 8.276374 69,868 7.144077 
. 650.6 2.839684 26,865 2. 74&975 
770.2 3.361704 37,720 3.856910 
B33.7 3.63B863 35,143 3.593409 
1,808 . 2 7.B92279 67,736 6.926078 
642.9 2.806076 48,322 4.940976 
325. I I .41B969 14,310 1.463213 
5B9.2 2.577690 19,137 1.956778 
295. I 1.2B802B 9, 14"7 0.935290 
1,265 . 2 5.522238 41.522 4.245668 
225.5 0.984243 6,726 0.687741 
284.4 1.241325 9,170 0.937642 
255. I I. 113439 8,732 0.892856 
234.8 1.024835 6,993 0.715042 
510.3 2.227314 15,800 1.615567 
-
2,037.0 8.890926 62,207 6.360132 
5/80 
- --· ---------- ·---
Average Percent 
Popula tlon 
And Crime Allocation 
100.000000 $2,800,000 
5.016838 140,471 
2.634368 73,762 
2.421135 67,809 
1.704150 44,716 
34.3075BO 960,611 
0.816063 22,850 
1.040796 29,142 
7.710226 215,886 
2.793330 78,213 
3.609307 101,061 
3.616136 101,2~2 
7.40911B 207,456 
3.B73526 10B,4!i9 
1.441091 40,3!11 
2.264234 63,399 
I. I 11659 31,126 
4.883953 136,751 
0.835992 23,40B 
1.089484 30,506 
I .003148 2B ,OOB 
0.869938 24,358 
1.921440 53,800 
7.625829 216,521 
SOURCE: I . California Department of Fin.nce Annual Publication l. Ca!1fornta Bureau of Cri•inal ~tat1stics, Seven Major Offenses 
County 
State Total 
Ala111eda 
Contra Costa 
fresno 
Kern 
Los Angeles 
Hartn 
Monterey 
Orange 
Riverside 
Sacrahlento 
:ian Bernardino 
San Diego 
San francisco 
San Joaquin 
San Hateo 
Santa Bubar• 
Santa Clara 
Solano 
Sonoma 
Stanislaus 
Tulare 
Ventura 
Balance of State 
TABLE 2. PROJECTED FOR FY 1981-1982 
VltTIH/WITNESS fOm1ULA ALLOCATIONS FOR CALIFORNIA COUNTIES 
OVER 200,000 POPULATION 
1/1/80 Population 
Est hr.a tes 1 Percent of Total 1978 Crlmes2 Percent of Total (In Thousands) State Population Reported State Crime 
22,911.0 100.000000 . 977,985 100.000000 
1,098.5 4.794640 51,237 5.239037 
645.3 2.816551 23,982 2.452185 
490.8 2.142202 26,418 2.701268 
383.3 1.672996 16,971 1.735303 
7,163.1 31.264895 365,280" 37.350266 
225.2 0.982934 6,349 0.649192 
281.3 1.227795 8,350 0.853796 
1,896.2 8.276374 69,868 7.144077 
650.6 2.839684 26,865 2.746975 
170.2 3.361704 37,720 3.856910 
833.7 3.638863 35,143 3.593409 
1,808.2 7.892279 67,736 6.926078 
642.9 2.806076 48,322 4.940976 
325.1 . 1.418969 14,310 1.463213 
589.2 2.577690 19,137 1.956778 
.. 
295.1 1.288028 9,147 0.935290 
1,265.2 5.522238 41,522 4.245668 
225.5 0.984243 6,126 0.687741 
284.4 1.241325 9,170 0.937642 
255.1 1.113439 8,732 0.892856 
234.8 1.024835 6,993 0. 715042 
510.3 2.227314 15,800 1.615567 
2,037.0 8.890926 62,2U7 6. 360732 
Avera!)e Percent 
Population 
And Crime 
100.000000 
5.016838 
2.634368 
2.421735 
1.704150 
34.307580 
0.816063 
1.040796 
7.710226 
2.793330 
3.609307 
3.616136 
7.409178 
3.873526 
1.441091 
2.264234 
1.111659 
4.883953 
0.835992 
1.089484 
1.003148 
0.869938 
1. 921440 
7.625829 
SOURCE: ~. CaHfornta Deputllltnt Qf f~'VIoce Arlnu~~ 4'~;~~ ~ caUon ~. ~P.~~'ornla Bureau of Crt~tna1 s~~t~st~cs, s~~en Major Offenses 
S/80 
Allucatton 
3,000,000 
150,505 
79,031 
72,652 
51,124 
1,029,227 
24,482 
31,224 
231,307 
83,800 
108,279 
108,484 
222,275 
116,206 
43,233 
67,927 
33,350 
14b,SI9 
25,080 
32,684 
30,094 
26,098 
57,643 
228,715 
0 
,..... 
I 
co 
available to pay for Victim/Witness Center programs 
through a competitive Request-For-Proposal (RFP) 
process. Counties eligible for a formula allocation 
described above will not be considered eligible for 
funding out of Balance-of-State funds. Details of 
the Balance-of-State program will be set forth in a 
specific RFP to be issued by OCJP by June 1, 1980. 
VI. SELECTION PROCESS 
OCJP will incorporate these program guidelines into an RFP along 
with administrative requirements. The RFP will be distributed by 
June 1, 1980, among interested and eligible agencies, local and 
regional planning units and to other interested organizations. 
Proposals submitted in response to the RFP will be evaluated by 
OCJP for responsiveness to these guidelines and the RFP. Final 
selection of applicants will be made by OCJP after an analysis of 
proposals and review of the results of the initial screening 
process. Specific attention will be directed toward the identifi-
cation of objectives, components and eligibility criteria as 
described within these guidelines. 
VII. ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS 
Proposals submitted will constitute the basis for grant applications. 
In order to complete the grant application package, successful pro-
ponents will be required to submit any necessary modifications and 
other technical r~quirements within 30 days of the submission 
deadline. 
Subgrantees must administer their grants in accordance with applicable 
terms and conditions of the OCJP Subgrantee Handbook, which is 
incorporated into the grant contract by reference. Copies of this 
document may be reviewed at any regional or local criminal justice 
planning office or at OCJP. 
VIII. PROGRAM START DATE 
In order to assure the continued operation of existing Victim/ 
Witness Assistance Programs, OCJP plans to make final funding 
decisions by June 27, 1980. Program implementation is scheduled 
for July 1, 1980, subject to receipt of funds appropriated as a 
part of the new budget year. While OCJP intends to announce 
final funding decisions by June 30, 1980, successful applicants 
may elect to defer actual drawdown of funds until later in the 
fiscal year. This option may be of particular interest to 
counties with existing programs which have sufficient funding 
to carry them into FY 1980-81. In such cases, OCJP intends to 
deal flexibly with applicants in terms of operating dates for 
initial grant contracts, so applicants will have, in effect, 
the benefit of carrying funds over into the fiscal year 
beginning July 1, 1981. 
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IX. EVALUATION 
An evaluation of the Victim/Witness Program will be conducted 
by the Office of Criminal Justice Planning at the end of each 
funding year. It will be both a process and impact evaluation 
designed to measure with the performance of the projects in 
meeting the objectives of the legislation. All projects must 
comply with the data collection and reporting requirements 
established by OCJP which are necessary for the completion 
of the evaluation. 
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CHAPTER 1256 
ASSl::.llll!.t Ull.I. :\0, HJ4 
APPENDIX A 
An act to add an artlcl o headlno Immediately preceding S~tlon 13830 of • .1nd to add 
Artlclo 2 (eommenclnQ wllh Section 13835) to Ch.1ptcr 4 of Title G ol P:ar1 4 
ot the Penal Codt, rcolaUno to criminal jusllcc, and making an ipproprlallon 
th.rt for. 
).l::Gl!;t,ATlYr: Cut::'\~F.I.':l DWF.~T 
ExJHtln.: haw pro,·h.h-M for indt•mniliC'nllon o( rictim:- uC crluu.• 
Cor l't'n:&iu nnnocomiK'U:<C'd to"'~-.. hut 11rUI'itlt'!C no ''~'"'"'"IIC'\' tor 
"'IIIII•M. ... 'IC n{ t•rlnll's, 
Tbbt ulll wu uhl dln•rt till' UCll('t• nt l'rlmlnnl Justll''! l'lannl n ~: 
to dt.,.I.:Jmtc l'crl ul n l"lh lic ur Jlrh·uh• IIIIII Ji r••fit nL:t'nl'il•s whn nt•Joly 
.thc.on•Cur Ul'l victim a111l witnt'"" l"''llll•r:~ to pr .. ,·it.ll' :;tiC't'iflt•d ,..a•rYt('t•s 
tUIIl n~si.-. tnll<'l' 11.1 l'i<'lim" unci wlllll'""' 'l< n( rrimr. lt wu•dd ,.tar•• 
thc.o hltt•nt ul t lu: IA•::i,.lnllarc tlmt tht• !'<tutt• shall ruut.l nn arnuunt 
dt'\•llnln.: (rcllll !JIJ<;~ Ill ,-,o~. oC the• t'll:ol:< of 1111" prrot:r:tlll (rt•lll 
l11111UIJ1' 1, lOiS, to January l, 1!1:':1, prul' hh·tl lucnl ~:un•rnauo·nC:< 
('()Utrihutt• th•• n•nwlnll•·r uC ~ ll<'h t'tl"'"· nnc t rhut o1ftrr .lan11ar~· 1. 
108.1, /Ill)" II UI."h (."('nll'T whiC'h Is C'Oill IIIU<'fl !<hill! lJc.t :<UJI(lllrtf'll hy 
· hK'nl t mulim: ••nclr•·l>'· 
Till• loll! wunltln(IJ!ruprlnt~ ~1.1ltlei,IMII) to th(' 01(1.'(• n( ('rimlunl 
Jul'IIIC't' l'lnunln~: ror J""l"'"''-4 o( the• hill. 
The people o/ the Slutc of Cali{orni'' do Clwct a3 tollrw:•: 
~l-:C1'10:\ l. ,\u nrtklc ht•adliiJ: Is ndtlt•cl lllllll('tilnll'iy JlrC'C'I'IIIIl!: :-;,•C'Ilun 1:1.<\:UI 
ot the l'~·mal l'tM.ll•, to n·au: 
AHTICU: I. m:::-;I-;n,.u. l'HO\'Ti-l ro::-;s 
SI::C. 2. Artlck• :: tcumm••swin~: with ~coetlun JJ..O::,:J:i) Is culall•u to Cha1111'r -i ot 
Tlt c G ul l'urt 4 ul the 1'l"nnl l'od~. to n•ut.l: 
13835. 
AltTICU: :!. UJC.\1, .\S::il~'l'A:\C'E CE:\Tl-:H8 1-'0lt \'l<:TDI:-\ 
.-\:\D \\'l'l'::-;I-::-;:-;J:;::; 
The Lcgi:clu t u re !I ntl:4 :1ntl cJccl:a res us !oilows: 
(n) Tbn t tlwrl' Is n nl'\'11 to dl'\'c•lo11 mrtbO<I!'I tu rt'<lnC't' t hl' r rnllllt:\ nncl un clu~ 
trl'atuwnt l'kllm:< und wltlll'l'~'" mny t'Xt'K'ri<'ll('t• In the Wllkl' u( ' ' criml', :.inC'!' nil 
tnu ultt•u clll7.c•ns who Ut'('OIIlt' la11·uln•d with th(' crlmiunl ju:<!lt·•· .• ,,.:<la•m. l'il hl' r Il l\ 
''lctlua~ or wltlll'S:<t':< to ctiml'. care furthl'r I' let lmitl'ti hy that sy:<tl'111. 
lu i Tll:at wht·n l"rlnw :<(rike'l<, lilt• rhh•( ('{llll'•·m uC <"rmun:t l ju:<tit'l' u~'l·ur i l•s h!l!l 
~~~~ uppn•lnonliln;; untl UL':tlln&:: ll'ilh the rriminnl, am.l that n!trr Jlnl iC'I! k•ai'C! the 
IK'l'Ut' oC thl• criuw, thl' l'll·tlm 1:< frt'<ttll'utly fuq:octrn. 
{c) Tlmt ,·lctlm~ oCtcou l>tocomc l,.:olntt'd o.nu l'e('l.•h·c llttll' rar:acti<.-:al nd,·i<'\• or n~. 
:onry <'Urt'. 
(ul Tltnt wltlll"'!«'!l mu:o~t mnk<'· nrrnllf:I'IIWIIt.'i to llfllll'nr In C'ourt rl'~:ardlr~'l ot 
lhl'lr uwu l'dl\"\hth·"· chlltl L'nno rr..:ponslhillth·~. l)r trnn:<pl'lrtnllnn prvl•lt•cn-<, nnd 
thut th<'r o!t<'n flntl loo~: wnlt:<, crowt.lt'\1 C'Qurthou~c hnllwnp:. r.111f:a.•ona: l'irl."um. 
4672 Cllan;es or addUions In text &re lndlc3.ttd by undertln41 
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stnn('('" 1\nu, :1Ctcr tl.-:;tlfyln;, ~h·e no InformAtion 11" to the c.ll!!pos!Uon oC the 
c:a~. 
(cl Thut n lnq;r- nnml•·r ot ,·JcotlmH ontl wltni':'I!IC!t a~ uanwR~ ot l'ooth their rl~ht11 
And obll~ntl<Jn!'l. t'nr•·rnrtPu C'r1ml'!l oec:ur at morr. thnn t'l'ic-P thf" rotc ot rr{lOrtl'o.l 
c:rtm~ nnd tlll' n•u.snn:t (l('•l:lh• ~o:h·r ror not n·rortlmc lndlratt• thnt the-y ur1• ul:t· 
t'nchnntN with the criminal Ju~ttl~ srst.cru. 
It) Thnt thl' Kltu:le mollt lrnporlnnt d\•t.rnnlnnut ot 111'ht'tht'r or not n ru~ will l>e 
aolTt'd I !I . the I n!ormntlon the ,·Jctlm surplll~ to the lmmt>dlntcly M"!!pondl nr:; pn trol 
otrlct!r. 
(g) That nltbon.:h the :-itute ol Cnlltorolll bA." a tund tor ai.'C\Ir "lctlDJS of ,·Jolcnt 
crime!!. lllltl C'urur~tu•ntinu he :u·ailnbiP for cu.-<ll<.'nl CXtl(•ntc•"'- lo.st Income or wns;1.,., 
an~ ~hRhllltntlon ~c.-., the uppllc:atloa proct'll!l II' c.llt!lc:ult, contpll'X, and tlwc coa· 
~umlng 11nd fe\\' vlc-tlmll :are I&Wal'1! tbllt the cornJl\'ll:tntioa provl:<lons cxl11t. 
It l ~t, t bcrt•fn~. the lnt!'nt ot the IA'~IsllltUI'1! to prot<lc.le wur!l oC lmt)ro\"ln~t 
at ti tude':'~ cl( t'lcthn:t nncJ w1tn, ... ,..~ to\\·nrd the crhnlnnl ju!lti<'l• ~ylltl'm nnd to tiro· 
Tide !or Cmctf't' and mor~· com{lll•tc- ,·lcthn I'('<'O~T)' rrom the cffr<:t)ll oC crime t.llrou~:h 
tllc ~taull!'l.bmrnt ot. pilot pruJcet c:cntcrs tor victim 11nd wltut'l'~ rL<~~~illtiUICt'. 
1383S.2. 
(a) An:r puhllc or (lrh'ntc nnntlrotlt n~rcney mny apply to the Oftlee ot C::rlmlnnl 
Ju:o~U~ l'lnnntn~: Cor !ll'IN:tluu 1111d Cundlnc a11 a 'lc:tlm and 'PI•itm- llMII'Itnnce c:cnt~r 
pu~uant to thil4 nrtlc.'lt'. 
(b) The otrlc:c ~hllll con,.Jdcr the tollowln~: factors to!:t'ther '1\'lth any othct> clr· 
CUIDlltDn~ It l!l'f'm,. llpflTOflr!'ltl' In .«l'le<-tltllt nppllcnnt. .. to l'('('f'iYC t'uncJit oiUd to be 
dctdfi'%latro All victim 11nd witnl!lSll n:tlli~tumc:e ~ntcrs: 
(1) :'lltl::t lmlzutlon ot \'uluntl'C'f'll. 
(2) Stutcd ,;onlll ot nppllrnut!l. 
(:1) NmniX'r ot fl('<!JIIt' tn be l'l('l"l'eU and the at'(!(ilt ot the community. 
(4) Evlcit'nC"C oC comnmnlty !lllllPOrt. 
(:i) Or~:nnl%11t1ooul Ktructurc of the 11~111."1 which wlll o~rntc the center n.nrl 
Pnl'l'ldc I'll'" I('('~ ro t<lctintll nncl wltni':'I.'I(!S oC crime!!. 
(c) t"pon e\'uluntlon nr nll npt,JI<'nnts.. the ot!lct! ~hnll Roei~t It nnm~r ot public 
or [lrhot(' nnnprofit ttl:t'lll'ic:< wlul'11 tl1c ortiC"C Ul'C'mll t'lUalJ!ll•u tnJM41llll1t til thlll 
llrtll'le !nr tl<'~h:nutlon tu r•~l,·c !!tate nnd locul tund.s put'3Uunt to thh! llrtlcll! for 
the t'<4tllbllshntl'nt nntl orx•nt tlon oC the cc.lltl'l"ll. 
(d) The C'l'nhtatlon and Sl'ii'_C'tlon oC Appllcnnt.'4 ~hnll tnke fllncc (mm J nnunr:r 
throut;h Ju ne J0i8. The t"t·nll•r.s )!hull Uc t'stnhll.shct.l on or before Jul:r 1. lDiS. 
(el t:pou ~L'lbll.slunent or thl! t"t•ntc!"ll. the octlec Rhnli C'Qntluct nppruls1tl~ oC thL• Ir 
per!onnunre to lktrmlllll! which o! the ccnten sllnll rcet'I\'C contlnunt!on grant.:; 
and shnU n.·PQrt thert!vn to the f,('~is latu~. 
13835.4. 
Th<' t'e11ll·~ !!hull he lll•llh:n•·•l to do t he CoUowlnr;: 
(a) AM st the criminnl ju:<tlcc a&:• ·nci~ In ,1;1\·tn~ mo~ consldcrntlnn nntl fl<"!"llOnnl 
llttt'n tlon to \'lctlm~ nzul \\'itn~·"-~cl! by c.ll'li l' t'ry o !ICM'Il't':s on tllrlr behnlt. 
(b) l'rovh1t' a ntooe! !or otlwr comraunlty·bnRed l'ttorf.ll to altl ,·ictlrns anti wit· 
ncsses. 
(c) Scn111t lzc luw t•n!or~'·m••nt oWclul:t. cnmJUunlcutlon~ l~huldnos, aoc.l liUpN'· 
tlsors to tht' nccdlt oC \'lctimll ot crime and relntoree a «:''n('('rnro appronch to 
tht'SC TlctJma. 
(d) Attt'mpt to u~rcnl'e the lnl'ltll'llct! ol unreported crlm~ 
(e) A~ure thnt l"ldlms nncJ \\'lt.ll4.'S144.'5 arc lntormt'd ot the pro&:res. . ot the cn~ 
lu whl<'b they 11re lnvuh·l'<i. 
cleJetlon• by uterilb • • • " 4673 
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13835.&. 
&•rrlc:'\'1' prm·hh'\l hr th•• C\'lltt•l'l\ .~hull lnrltuh• hu t llrt' not llrnlt!'d tn thc• r .. llnwln~:: 
(11) Jlt'C\'li>t hy \'lctllll!l oC erhu'' oC t uor~ IOClll !11•tH'ftl• nnrl 14tnt•• ~"lllii<'II"Httnn 
ft\\'llftl>~ thruu.:h ltll.sl.-.tant'<• to Jill' 'olrtill•"' In pr••J•nrln..: covtupll'lt• an•l do•t"ilo·d c·lahll" 
nurl Rl'"l"tnn"• tu tlw ,.tat•• h)' lll'U\'hlln~: lol'nl \'t•rifknclnll nnd r\'lrluallun. 
(hl Jo:.-.tahll>~h 11 nwnn" fur \'Oi nn tt't'l'll to work with rrlmlnnl ju.-.tlc,• nJ:I'nc:h•" tu 
ll~hlC'\'t• C'llllllllllllit~· "lllll'nrt. 
0 (r) 1'1'11\'ili•• r .. n .. wup SIIJII'IIft l<f'f\'it't-.. In vh·ihn:c .. r \'iHh·nl ··rllm• anrl 1111'11' r:uuflli'!C 
In ord••r tu ln .. ur•• lltn 1 t h••Y rt'f'l'h't• ll t'f'\'!'l<.nry """~i~c aut••• I hr•un.:h 11 nlilai>IP <'Nil· 
111 unIty n•,..m r,.,.,., 
0 (Ill To l•ru,·ltJc• t•hlc·rly vlctlm:c ot rrlln~ with ~(·r,·ll't·" nt•l'n•prlnlr 1•1 tlll'll' spM·Inl 
Dl'('(Jll. 
(t•l l'nn·J,Jo• llul"''" tllltl t'l•(o•rrnl "Yl>h: ut/1 tu ~>!tt'f•lnl mtm,;t•linto: ful'ilitio•s ami C'OIU• 
munlty ~·r\·l~ IIJ."''IIt'll-.. Cur ,ofcthn:o. 
ttl l'N\'Id\! trnn:-tiOrtntlon nnol hmulc•holcl ""!CII'tJIIl<'<' to thn"t' \'ll'tlm!C and wit. 
DC'IVIt'!l J1nrtlc:IJmiiJIJ.: In tho• C'rhnlnul Jn~<rll"' prcl<"•'~"'-
ll:l :'\ullfil'Utlun uC Crll'IIU..~ • .,.Jatln•s, uucl I'IIIJtluy<!r ot \'kLina It rt'IJIIl'~ll'\1, 
(lal Arrnna."l·nu•nt fur vrrHk:atiun uf mc'flh·nl l••ndlts ami :t"'"il>t:tnN• in ;appl~·lnc 
for 11(11(~ \'ICtlna <.'UIIl(IC'IUUIIIon. 
(I) :-:.!tlrlrutlnn nf \\'ltlat•lt!<t"4 11rlnr tn thrlr l!C'llll: !'nhtaOC"nuc•d In l'rlmlnnl rn<w!'l 
and nC rhuu~o .. .,. lu Jho• roaurt. C'uh•mlur 111 nvnhl 11111lt~'('!I!"Ury trll'" ru Nutrl anti nn. 
Dc•C'\'l':curr tlnw ut t'ttllrt. 
(j) l'ro,·l:don oC r~·t•llon untl ~:uhlunl'\• nt lhl' r'f\nrthon!'(' lnchulln.: 1111 l'Xttlnn~t· 
tlon oC uurumillnr ''"""'tlurt"!C nncJ hllln..:unl Information. 
1383SJI. 
It I=' th\! lnll'lltlun uC tlw I..ot•J:Islutu~ In l'llnctln~: thl:o~ artit·lt· thnt frum .Tarttlltry 
1, lOiS, to Juuuary ], lU~l. till' fundiuus u( tlu.• C lf!lw ur l'rimlnul Jnl'Lir!' l'lunrtln&: 
fl"'tnln•tl hy thbc urtldc• nrul tlat~ ,·ictim nurl wluu•"" us..;i~<tani'C' t'<'lll••r,; ''"tahlisluotl 
})Ur.<uunt In thi:c urtiC'It• llhnll Ill! tmull'U n>~ fulluw": !or thc• l!tii i~. !!tiS ·7!l und 
]llit)-~J (htt•JIJ Yl'll~, h~· the• S(lllt• to llu• c•:OC(t•llt n( !~I lli'I",.,'IU o( fht• 1'0"1" tla•!'t'O( 
prot'lrl•·tl thnt lht• ltK':tl J,:m·rrnmC'ut:o~ 1\'hlch \\'l'lllld II\! ~rn·rd h~· n C't'lltl•r runt rilnnc 
not h.,.,,. thrill W l"'rc~·nt u( 1111t'h Ml~tl:-1: Cor thP l!N)...1q fil't':tl yc·ur, hy thr 'tatr 
to Ual' l'Xh•nt ul i;j IK'rl'l•ut uC lllll:h t>ul't." pru,·itlcll thut surh luto:nl ~"''t•rnmt•uts t'UU• 
tribute not II""" tllnn :.::; IJt'l't'\•nt uC ~uch N!lt:t : for th~ 1!1..'\l-S:.! Ci:ocnl yt•ar, hy lbe 
lltute to th1• cJ:tent oC oo t~rceut oC l!UC'h c:ORt:c pro,·Jdcll thnt suc-h l•l<"al J.:"'·crnmf.!nt,. 
CODtrihuJc nut h•!<"' !hun -Ill l"'rM'nt o( su('(a CO!"f!l: 111111 fc>r th(• 1!1:"1~-.'.;;1 ri:<<'al y(.'nr, 
by till' ~tntc tu tht• ••'Ht•nt n( ·.11 IX'rrt"nt ur ~urh rn,;ts I•I'O\'hh·u lhnt snch hwal j.,"U\'· 
('MIIm•ut.- t·untrihnu• 11111 h•,..s than ;".ll Jk•rr••nt of such t'O,;(~. nu alii! a(ttor .Iannnry 
l, It>~1. fundiu~: for thl' rontluuation oC tlll)' 11111.'11 C\'ntl'r ,.hull Itt• nt till' ··1•-etlon 
ot the lttenl I:O\'t•rnmt•ntlf :<C'l'\'('(1 t11t>reil)', and 11t:11e rC'I4ponsihlllty tlu•n•(or ,.hall 
Sl::e. :1. Tl1c ~1\1111 o{ oouc Uliillun do ll ar" (~1.000,110\lt I 111 ht•rl'h~· :q•prnprl· 
nh'll trom lh•• (:t·nt•rnl r'nnll tu t he Ortkc ur l'ruuinnl .Iu:-Cit'1! l'lanniu,: rnr 
Uac 1111:'-i'S nut.l lO';'S..il.l !!:~cal Yl'ur:~ Cur t ht• P"l'l'"l'l'lt uC thl~< net. 
ltn Vl!tolnl: ~C'C'tlon 3. th~ 0<Wf'M10r oU tt-•1 : 
••J acn •lf'h•lln.r 11\u nc•t•r<•C>r1:'ltlon ~muntnl'tl ln Section 3 or ,,,.o•embl)' IIIII :-\oJo Ill~. 
< 
"' -4 Q 
"I lwll<'\'\1 til" lltUth•)' (or lhls Ioiii !< hollhl ('Onll! (runt thP (Ptii'MLI (llft•l" lllll•lo• <Walla.bl• 
to the l·nutorn14 1 'uunc:al on <"rltnlnA.l Ju• llcl'. l a lronr.;ly enc:-our~t;c that W.! >' tu 'UPI>On 
the f'(fvrt:o ~nvl~lul\1!,1 I•)' lhl.r ltlll. 
"With lhl.s c.leletlun. I Al•rruve A.s:oemhl)· Illll :-\o. H~C.'' 
Appro\'l"d nncl tllC'd Oct. l, l9i7. 
4674 Cllan~es or addltlona In text are lndlc:ated by underline 
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APPENDIX 8 
Senate Bill :'-io . . 1H:l 
CHAPTER 713 
A!l act to amend, add, and repeal Section 13Yfii of the Governm<'nt 
Code, relating to victims and witnesses of crimt>s. 
{i\ppro~·ed by G<lvernor S<'ptemb<-r J ... I!Ti'!l Filed wtth 
Secrct:&T)' of St:&tc St>ptt>rnl>l·r I!~ . I !179 I 
LEC!SI.o\TIVE C:Oli:\'SEI. 'S DJC:EST 
SB 38.1, Smith. Victims and witncssC's of crim~.o~s . 
Existing law provides that a fine may bt: impost>d upon persons 
convicted of violent cnmes and for a penalty as:.<'ssrneut of SlO for 
feloni<'s and $5 for misdemeanors to be irnpost.•d upon every ot ilt.·r 
nne, penalty and forfdture impos<·d am col k·ctt·d b~· the com b. 
Such fines and penalties are depositcd 111 the [ndcmnit; Fund in llw 
State Treasury to inck•mnify victims of \·iolent cnme:.. 
This bill would make the "pcnalt) assC'ssmcnt" an "assessment" 
and increase the assessment to S20 for felonies, would require the 
assesstnC'nt to bl' included in a df'posit for hail, as spt.•cified, pro\'ide 
for the return of such assessments upon acquittal or dismissal of the 
charges, and provide that funds from such fines and assessments ~hall 
also be used to provide financial aid to establ ished local 
comprehensive programs for victims and witnesses of •Ill t>·pes of 
crime, including pilot local assistance centers for vtctims and 
witnesses, pursuant to specified provisions of the Penal Code. 
This bill would provide that the chang<'s made by this act shall bl' 
effective until January 1, 1982. 
The people of the State of CalifornhJ do en:wt as follouls: 
SECTIO~ 1. Section 13967 of the Government Code is amended 
to read: 
13967. (a) Upon a person being convicted of a crime of violence 
committed in the State of California resulting in the injury or dea h 
of another person, if the court finds that the defendant has the 
present ability to pay a fine and finds that the economic impact of 
the fine upon the defendant's dependents will not cause such 
dependents to be dependent on public welfare the court sha 1, in 
addition to any other penalty, order the defenda'nt to pay .1. fine 
commensurate with the offense committed, and \'llith the probable 
economic impact upon the victim, of at least tl'n doll:m {$10), but 
not to exceed ten thousand dollars ($10,000) . 
(b) In addition to :my other penalty, m each felony or 
misdemeanor matter not described in subdi\'ision (a), the court shall 
levy an assessment of twen ty dollars {~20) for each felony and five 
dollars (S5) for each misdemeanor upon en•ry fine, penalty, and 
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forfeiture 1mposed and collected. When . my full d<'posit of bali is 
made by a person who is not in custody, and who is charged with o.1 
misdemeanor offense, the person making the deposit shall also 
deposit a sufficien t amount to include the .t~ sessment .. \ny permn, 
upon whom .1n asse~smen has be~n levied, shall be entitled to .1 
refund of that assessment if the person is acquitted of the offense or 
the charges of the offense are wi hdrawn . Where multiple offenses 
are charged, a single assessment in accordance with this subdivision 
shall be added to the total fine or bail for all offenses. This subdivision 
shall have no application to infraction offC'nses. 
(c) Any fine or assessment imposed pursuant to this ~<'ction shall 
not b<.• subje-ct to any additional assessment under Section 13521 of 
the Penal Code. The fine or assessment tmposed pursuant to this 
section shall be deposited in the Indemnity Fund in the State 
Treasury, the proceeds of which shall be avai able for appropriation 
by the Legisluture to be divided equally to indemnify persons filing 
claims pursuant to this article and to provide assistance to established 
local comprehensive programs for victims and witnesses, including 
but not limited to, pilot local assistance cc>nters for victims and 
witnesses established pursuant to tht:- provisions of Article 2 
(comm<'ncing with $('ction 13X35) of Ch.1ptcr 4 of Title 6 of Part .; 
of the Penal Code. 
(d) It is the intent of the Le-gislature that fund~ appropriated 
pursuant to this section for local .lS'iistance centers for victims and 
witnesses shall be in addition to any funds appropriated .ts provided 
in Section 13835.8 of the Penal Codc>. 
(e) Funds appropriated pursuant to this section shall be made 
available through the Office of Criminal Jmtic€' Planning to those 
public or private nonprofit pr·ograms for the assistance of victims and 
witnesses which: · 
( 1) Provide comprehensive services to victtms and witnesses of all 
types of crime. It is the intent of the Legislature to make funds 
avuilnble onlr to programs which do not restrict services to victims 
and witnesses of a particular type or types of crimes. 
(2) Are rC'cognized by the county board of supervisors as the 
major provider of comprehensive services to such victims and 
witnesses. 
(3) :\re sel0cted by the county board of supervisors as the eligible 
program to receive such funds . 
(4) Assist victims of violent crimes in the preparation and 
presentation of their Claims to the State Board of Control for 
indemnification pursuant to this article . 
(5) Cooperate with the State Board of Control in obtaining and 
verifying data required by this article. 
This section shall remain in effect only until January 1, 1982, and 
as of that date is repealed. 
SEC. 2. Section 13967 is added to the Government Code, to read: 
13967. Upon a person being convicted of a crime of violence 
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committed in the State of California resu l tin~ in th.? llljUr\' or dL•ath 
ui another person, if the court finds that tht· dt:f~.:n da 1 lt has the 
present ability to pay a fine and finds that the L•conom1c mpact of 
the fine upon the defendant's dependents wi ll no t cause such 
dcpendc-nts to be dcpl'ndent on public Wl•lfare the court shall. 111 
addition to any other penalty, order the dcfC'ndunt to pa:Y· a fine 
commensurate with the offeme committed, and with the probublc 
economic impact upon the victim, of at least ten dollars ( $10), but 
not to exceed ten thousand dollars ·(SlO,OOO). In addition to any other 
penalty, upon a person being con\'ictcd of any other felony or 
misdemeanor there shall be levied a penalty asse5sment of ten dollars 
(SlO) for t'ach felony conviction and five dollars (S5) for e~1ch 
misdemeanor conviction upon every fine, penalty, and forfeiture 
imposed and collc<·ted by thc- courts. Any fine or penalty ..ISSC'ssmL·nt 
imposed pursuant to this section shall not be subject to any pen:1lty 
assessment imposed pursuant to Section 13521 of the Penni Code. 
ThC' fine or penalty assessmc-nt imposC'ci pur-;uant to this S('Ction shull 
be deposited in the Indemnity Fund in the State Treasury, hereby 
contmucd in c:dstencc, and the proccC'ds of which shall be available 
for appropriation by the Legis ature to indemnify persons filint?; 
claims pursuant to this artiele. 
SEC. 3. It is the intent of the Legislature that the amendments 
to Section 13967 of the Government Code which are made bv Section 
1 of this act shall r<.'main in !:'ffC'ct onl:-- until Janu~u·y 1, !9n2 and on 
that date Section 2 of this act shall become oocratJvc to restore 
Section 13967 to the form m which it read irnme.diatcly prior to the 
effective date of this act. 
0 
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VICTIM/WITNESS ASSISTANCE 
CENTER DESCRIPTIONS 
APPENDIX C 
The objectives of the thirty California Victim/Witness Assistance Centers 
receiving funds through OCJP are listed in Section III: Program Assessment. 
Although each center•s development and implementation is influenced by 
factors such as existing procedures, available resources, staff size, local 
crime problems and budgets, 11 typical 11 activities may be described. 
By working with public and private agencies and media campaigns, crime 
victims and witnesses come in contact with assistance centers. At that time, 
project staff and volunteers offer the variety of services available through 
the project and determine whether other community resources may be appropriate. 
A list of reported activities follows: 
• Crisis intervention in emergency situations 
e Emergency assistance of food and shelter 
• Household assistance to repair crime scene damage 
1 Notify friends and relatives of victimization 
1 Crime prevention information to reduce chances of re-victimization 
• Follow-up counseling for clients and/or their families 
1 Resource and referral counseling to determine other agencies which 
may be helpful 
• Creditor intervention to minimize the financial impact resulting from 
the crime and the following criminal justice system activities 
1 Property return assistance when clients property has been introduced 
as evidence 
Restitution to the victim 
• Funeral arrangements 
• Orientation to criminal justice system 
• Trans l ation when needed to communicate with attorneys, courts, or 
probation 
• Employer intervention to allow clients to participate in the criminal justice proceeding 
• Transportation to appointments with attorneys or in court 
1 Child care to allow clients to participate in the criminal justice 
proceedings 

By 1978, activities had been expanded countywide. Since its inception, the 
project has evolved from an emphasis on activities associated with the prose-
cution of criminal cases to a more comprehensive concern with the personal 
problems of witnesses and victims, regardless of the prosecutorial aspects 
of the case. In particular, victims in certain crime categories are contacted 
directly by project staff. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported {1979): 
Butte 
Probation Department 
$38,500 
144,800 ( .6% of State) 
4,298 ( .4% of State) 
The Butte County center primarily provides assistance to victims of violent 
crimes, but no victim is denied assistance. Assistance is offered as needed 
in the form of crisis intervention, explanation of any court proceedings, 
applications for restitution, and completion of Indemnification Forms. 
Witness management services are handled through the District Attorney's 
office. Assistance program brochures are attached to all subpoenas so that 
witnesses may contact the center. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported {1979): 
Contra Costa 
District Attorney's Office 
$103,762 
653,800 (2.8% of State) 
24,068 (2.3% of State) 
During the first year of operation, Contra Costa County plans to implement 
an automated subpoena by mail system. The brochures that accompany sub-
poenas will allow witness call-off procedures to be used. Volunteers are 
being recruited and trained to expand this new program. Community referral 
resources are being explored for victims of sexual assault, domestic violence, 
and incest. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported {1979): 
El Dorado 
Probation Department 
$22,905 
87,000 ( .4% of State) 
3,505 ( .3% of State) 
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With the award of funds from SB 383, El Dorado County has been able to 
initiate a centrally coordinated Victim/Witness service center. In 
November 1980, staff began operating in the two branch offices. Infor-
mational brochures, letters accompanying subpoenas and internal proce-
dure manuals have been produced and volunteer nesourcesrecruited. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
Fresno 
Probation Department 
$97,500 
509,200 (2.2% of State) . 
26,657 (2.5% of State) 
In 1975 the Fresno County Victim/Witness Service began operation within 
the Probation Department. Because of the strong volunteer support in the 
community, services have expanded for both victims and witnesses. During 
the next phase, the District Attorney's office plans to work with the 
project to implement a subpoena-by-mail system. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
Kern 
Probation Department 
$44,715 
403,100 (1.7% of State) 
17,822(1 .7% of State) 
In order to improve services to clients, Kern County program staff are 
working to improve the area's referral network. Also, plans call for the 
establishment of witness waiting rooms in both the Juvenile and Adult 
Courts. The subpoena delivery system is changing in this community, 
allowing the center to provide imput to the District Attorney's newly-
initiated subpoena-by-mail system. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
Kings 
District Attorney 
$16,190 
73,800 ( .3% of State) 
2,491 ( .2% of State) 
For approximately the last two years the District Attorney's office in 
Kings County has provided some of the service elements to victims and 
witnesses described in this report. Plans are to expand these services, 
recruit volunteers to assist the coordinator, and to work more closely 
with local criminal justice agencies . 
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County : 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Popu ation Estimate: 
Crimes Reported: (1979) 
Los Angeles 
District Attorney 
$960,612 
7~460 1 800 (31.6% of State) 4u3,7q9 (38.1% of State) 
The Di strict Attorney•s office in Los Angeles County subcontracts with 
City Attorney•s offices to insure that people involved in misdemeanor 
cases have access to the same service as those involved in felony cases. 
Vo l unteers from the Junior League of Los Angeles developed a procedures 
nanual for the preparation of Indemnification Claims. This manual is 
being modified so that it may be used by centers statewide. 
In addition to having each of the required service elements in place, this 
county also offers assistance with witness protection, and property recov-
ery. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported: (1979) 
Marin 
District Attorney 
$30,000 
217,100 ( .9% of State) 
7,085 ( . 7"/.. State) 
The Marin County District Attorney•s office has provided service since 
October 1977. All subpoenas in the municipal and superior court for 
prosecution witnesses are issued through the center which allows the center 
to assist those who require it. A full range of services is also availab e 
to victims. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported: (1979) 
r1endoci no 
District Attorney 
$23,792 
67,200 ( . 3% of State) 
1,895 ( .2% of State) 
The Victim-Witness Assistance Program is a new addition to the Mendocino 
County criminal justice community. Beginning in January 1981, the coor-
dinator and a clerk will attempt to develop witness services and integrate 
existing victim services into a comprehensive program. 
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County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Esti mate: 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
Monterey 
District Attorney 
$31,741 
289 ,8CO (1 .2% of State) 
9,299 ( .9% of State) 
Grant funds wil l be primarily used in Monterey to initiate victim services 
within the Distri ct Attorney off ice. Muc h of the witness coordination 
functions had been institutional i n 1976, although plans call for the 
implementation of on-ca l l procedures. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Populat i on Estimate : 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
Napa 
Vo lunteer Center of Napa 
$34,974 
96,700 ( .4% of State) 
2,662 ( .3% of State) 
Locally contro l led LEAA funds were used to support the efforts of the 
Volunteer Cent er to provide services to victims and witnesses. 
Since it started in 1978, this center has expanded its service area, as 
well as the types of service offered. As an example, to provide emergency 
shel ter for battered women a list of 11 Shelter homes" has been developed. 
With volunteer assistance, there are plans to have a Witness Information 
desk at the court as we l l as providing other requested services. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
Orange 
YSP, Inc. 
$215,886 
1,928,800 (8.2% of State) 
· 74,998 (7.1% of State) 
The Victim-Witness component of YSP, Inc., started providing services 
in 1978, primarily working with witnesses. With the availability of 
these funds, efforts are being made to provide more services to victims 
and to expand all services throughout the county. A pilot restitution 
program is established in one of the courts. An advisory committee \'lith 
representatives from local criminal justice agencies, provides procedura l 
guidance to this project. 
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County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (1979}: 
Riverside 
District Attorney 
$78,213 
667,900 (2.8% of State) 
28,413 (2.7% of State) 
In 1977, CETA funds were used to start providing services to victims and 
witnesses. It started primarily with witness management services in one 
of the District Attorney•s offices. Now, the program extends to provide 
some services through each of the seven branch offices. Particular 
efforts have been made to establish liaison with senior citizens who are 
victims or witnesses. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
Sacramento 
District Attorney 
$101,061 
785,300 (3.3% of State) 
41,042 (3.9% of State) 
Locally controlled LEAA funds were used in 1977 to start this program as an 
experiment, with two staff members primarily providing some witness manage-
ment services. Since that time the range of available services has expanded 
and plans have been made to automate many of the witness management aspects 
of the program. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
San Bernardino 
District Attorney 
$101,252 
888,000 (3.8% of State) 
39,642 (3.7% of State) 
The District Attorney•s office and the Probation Department in San Bernard i no 
are sharing responsibility for providing services to crime victims and witnesse~ 
At this time, priority is given to felony cases within the three required 
areas which serve the majority of the population. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported {1979): 
San Diego 
District Attorney 
$207,456 
1,865,400 (7.9% of State) 
74,403 (7.0% of State) 
The San Diego Center operates with 14 new grant supported posftioris. Beg inning 
in mid-1980 the Victim Witness Prosecution Personnel Protection ProjPct was 
established to coordinate the agency•s approaches to respond to reports o f 
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intimidation. As part of this effort, the Center has also been involved 
in training criminal justice personnel in offering protective services. 
County: 
Sponsor i ng Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
San Franc i sco 
District Attorney 
$108,459 
673, 100 (2.9% of State) 
49,972 (4.7% of State) 
This county has a joint effo r t of t hree programs: Family Violence, 
Integrated Pol ice Prosecut i on Project, and the Victim/Witness Program. 
Public presentation and training have created a receptive attitude by 
the pub l ic as we l l as service organizations. One service which is of 
pa r ticu lar impact i s the l iaison between probation officers and those wit-
nesses and vi cti ms who mi ght otherwise be reluctant to cooperate with 
investigators . 
County: 
Sponsori ng Agency: 
Grant Fun ds: 
Population Est imate: 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
San Joaquin 
Di~trict Attorney 
$40,351 
349,100 (l .5% of State) 
16,011 (1.5% of State) 
The establ i shment of a vi ctim/witness assistance center in San Joaquin is 
expected to br i ng about many changes. Subpoena-by-mail systems will reduce 
the need for law enforcement officers to personally deliver subpoenas. 
Improvements have been made in the area of witness management, thus reducing 
unnecessary time private citizens and officers alike :,per.d at the court. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
San Luis Obispo 
District Attorney 
$21 ,040 
155,900 ( .7% of State) 
3,877 ( .4% of State) 
The San Luis Obispo Victim/Witness Project began in 1977 supported by LEAA 
funds. Through project efforts, a shelter for battered women has been 
establ i shed within this community. Also, special attention has been pai d 
to clients being intimidated by case defendants. During its third year of 
operation, project activities will focus on upgrading and enhancing the 
delivery of emergency services and on using public information and media 
campaign to encourage the reporting of crimes. 
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County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
San Mateo 
Probation Department 
$113,868 
582,400 (2.5% of State) 
20,338 (1.9% of State) 
With the support of the District Attorney, Sheriff and police departments, 
the Probation Department Victim Witness project began operation in 1975 as 
one of the first in the state. Since then, it has expanded to provide 
services in dll areas of the county. All local law enforcement agencies 
refer crime victims daily to the program for assistance by staff or volun-
teers. Witnesses are provided orientation information prior to being sub-
poenaed, as well as being able to use the resources of the reception desks 
in the courthouse. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
Santa Barbara 
District Attorney 
$72,500 
297,300 (1.3% of State) 
10,250 (1.0% of State) 
This program was one of the six pilot centers established after the passage 
of AB 1434 in 1972. During the first two years of operation, there was a 
heavy emphasis by the center on witnesses and witness services. More 
recently, the scope of services has been enlarged by the merger with the 
Family Violence Program. The center now offers an expertise in working 
with family violence cases. Staff are involved in training programs for 
volunteers, department personnel and the community, as well. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
Santa Clara 
National Council of Christians and Jews 
$136,751 
1,288,000 (5.5% of State) 
42,331 (4.0% of State) 
Since its inception, this Victim/Witnesses program sponsored by a non-govern-
mental agency and staffed perimarily by volunteers has provided numerous 
guidanre and referral services to victims and provided 11 Friend In Court '' 
companionship to numerous witnesses. A bilingual victim service worker 
is now based in a local law enforcement agency and a witness service program 
was recently introduced to the Juvenile Court with no implementation problems. 
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County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (197 ): 
Santa Cruz 
District Attorney 
$31,856 
187,700 ( .8% of State) 
7,009 ( .7% of State) 
The Santa Cruz Center began full operation in November 1980. A wide range 
of services are offered to victims and witnesses who qualify for services 
under eligibility guidelines. The center is also involved in presentations 
on crime prevention and home security. Services depend heavily on the volun-
teers who provide the bulk of operations as well as special projects ranging 
from rape awareness/prevention to emergency assistance for victims. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (197 ): 
Shasta 
Probation Department 
$27,263 
115,700 ( .5% of State) 
3,862 ( .4% of State) 
The Shasta center is operated by two part-time employees located in the 
Probation Department. There are plans to recruit volunteers to supplement 
staff, however full reliance on volunteers will not occur until sufficient 
recruitment and training have taken place. In addition to the services 
prov ided to victims and witnesses, the center assists the courts by making 
sentencing recommendations based upon the statements secured from victims 
served. The staff are working with local law enforcement agencies to develop 
a cooperative system of assisting clients. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
Solano 
District Attorney 
$32,845 
233,300 (1.0% of State) 
7,683 (.7 of State) 
The program was initiated in this county in November 1980. Two Victim/ 
Witness coordinators will work closely with the deputy district attorneys 
to enable a less expensive and more efficient system to operate. Once 
the program i s well established, volunteer assistance from senior citizens, 
students, and other interested persons will enable expansion of services. 
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County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
Sonoma 
Probation Department 
$30,506 
294,000 (1.2% of State) 
10,426 (1.0 of State) 
The Sonoma Center began operation March 1, 1979, and has continued to 
expand its services since that time. An emphasis by the center during the 
initial period of this funding was on improving and increasing its contacts 
with other agencies to provide more coordinated services to clients. The 
volunteer program has been successful in part, due to the reliance on bilin-
gual/bicultural volunteers. There is a sizable client population served by 
the center with English language difficulties. The center has been able 
to assist these clients with forms in Spanish and through its volunteers . 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
Stanislaus 
District Attorney 
266,800 (1 .1% of State) 
9,741 (.9% of State) 
The District Attorney's office in cooperation with Modesto City Schools has 
operated the Victim-Witness Assistance program for a full year and through 
the student volunteers has been able to provide many services to victims and 
witnesses during the court process. An expanded program providing more vic-
tim services will be possible with the recruitment of well-qualified citizen 
volunteers who are able to provide more mature assistance to particular 
victims. 
County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes Reported (1979): 
Tulare 
District Attorney 
$48,000 
244,500 (1.0% of State) 
7,822 (.7% of State) 
The District Attorney's office administers this center in conjunction with 
the Probation Department. The Victim Advocate from Probation works with the 
Assistant District Attorney who administers the Witness Services component. 
The center uses volunteers from a variety of organizations including the 
Ministerial Association, Legal Secretaries Association and retired Senior 
Citizens. There is also a reliance on donated funds, materials, and skills 
from both private and public agencies. 
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County: 
Sponsoring Agency: 
Grant Funds: 
Population Estimate: 
Crimes ' Reported (1979): 
Ventura 
District Attorney 
$53,800 
533,700 (2.3% of State) 
15,847 (1.5% of State) 
Ventura County has an Integrated Police Prosecution Witness Assistance 
Program operating in conjunction with the victim/witness assistance 
center. Special efforts have been made by staff in the areas of resti-
tution and compensation and in hastening the process involved in issuing 
temporary restraining orders (TRO's). Also, witness notification, a witness 
waiting room, and property return are offered by the project. 
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INDEMNIFICATION CLAIMS FOR VICTIMS 
OF VIOLENT CRIME 
Claims Filed With Project Assistance 
APPENDIX D-1 
---------+--S.EJ?.?;_ .. _-+--~Joc:..,!,.....__ ~--=.:N:...::O;_:V....:.._ ~-----=D~E::..:C::::...;·~---+-1-----'T:...:O~T~A.l!_ _ 
.=\LAl'lEDA. 
BUTTE 
FRESNO 
KERN 
KINGS 
LOS ANGELES 
MARIN 
NAPA 
ORANGE 
RIVERSIDE 
SACRAMENTO 
SAN BERNARDINO 
SAN FRANCISCO 
SAN JOAQUIN 
SAN LUIS OBISPO 
SAN MATEO 
SANTA BARBARA 
SANTA CLARA 
SANTA CRUZ 
SONOMA 
VENTURA 
CONTRA COSTA 
EL DORADO 
SHASTA 
SOLANO 
.MON'1'ER F.Y 
MENDOCINO 
STANISLAUS 
TULARE 
SAN DIEGO 
TOTAL: 
INA* INA 19 26 45 
4 0 INA 0 4 
4 9 8 15 36 
1 9 10 12 32 
1 2 0 I~A 3 
14 36 35 46 131 
0 0 0 3 3 
7 0 0 4 11 
0 7 10 8 25 
INA 5 14 8 27 
INA 9 10 8 27 
4 16 12 17 49 
INA 16 23 18 57 
0 0 0 0 ~ 0 
12 6 3 4 25 
INA 7 15 18 40 
3 0 3 1 7 
24 30 26 11 91 
0 0 0 0 0 
5 6 9 10 30 
14 6 4 30 
93 164 205 
10 
4 
1 
l 
ft1 
/A 
/l\ 
/A 
/ l , 
689 
*INA - Information not available. 
APPENDIX D-2 
VOLUrJTEER P.tl.RTICIP/\TION 
-----
--------· 
s:::PT~ ivir.F.R Or:ToB:::R NO'JEi13ER ;)ECEr~SER TOT.'-\ I. 
---- ----
----
" 
Total # Total # Total # Total -# Total r Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours 
ALAMEDA INA* 0 INA 0 INA ** INA ** 0 * 
BUTTE 2 INA 0 0 0 0 1 64 3 64 
FRESNO 8 188 8 180 6 200 7 116 29 684 
KERN 1 0 1 2 1 2.5 1 2 4 6.5 
KINGS 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LOS ANGEI_ES INA 321.25 41 556 49 445.5 34 311 124 1634 
MARIN INA INA 0 0 f1l 0 0 0 0 0 
NAPA 5 25 6 56 6 98 4 81 21 260 
ORANGE 53 645.75 35 446 33 753 29 774 150 2619 
RIVERSIDE 0 0 3 15 3 107 4- 93 7 215 
SACRAMENTO 0 0 1 16 1 16 1 8 3 40 
SAN BERNA~OJNO 0 0 3 71.5 2 38 1 26 6 1355 
SAN FRANCISCO 0 0 5 240 5 250 4 160 14 I 650 
Sl1.N JOAQUIN 6 14 6 24 4 24 5 24 21 ! 86 I SAN LUIS OBISPO 6 288 6 264 6 288 2 40 20 880 i SAN IVIATEO INA INA 18 1107 18 1080 16 1056 52 I 3243 SANTA BARBARA. 7 188 22 264 17 262 9 140 55 854 l SANTA CLARA 34 335 45 358 45 244 45 219 169 1156 
SANTA CRUZ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 
SONOMA 2 122 3 110 3 67 4 128 12 I 427 I VENTURA 4 160 2 96 2 128 2 48 10 1 432 
CONTRA COSTA INA 0 ! 0 I 
EL DORADO .. 36 7 , 180 
SHASTA 0 0 0 
SQI_ANO 0 0 rt 
MONTEREY 0 0 
~ENDOCINO N/A 
I I N/A STANISLAUS I 
I N/A TULARE I 
' 
··· , ' · j ! N/A SAN DIEGO ' 
' · . I ! , -'-<- - -:~ ---r--L--------·----:--=:.=_·~--·--'---
TOTAL 128 2287 205 205 4147 172 3326 707 13647.5 
INA* - Information not available. 
**-Project staff has provided vol unteers services to community groups. 
APPENDIX D-3 
SERVICES REFERRED 
SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER TOTAL 
Victim l.~itness Victim Witness Victim Witness Victim Witness Victim Witness 
ALAMEDA INA* INA INA INA 78 0 170 248 0 
BUTTE 0 0 8 6 INA INA 46 1 54 7 
FRESNO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KERN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KINGS 1 0 8 0 0 INA 2 8 
LOS ANGELES 0 0 55 0 39 177 28 11 122 188 
MARIN 'INA INA 52 0 71 2 6 1 129 3 
NAPA 24 107 23 64 26 80 38 119 11 1 370 
ORANGE 58 9 65 6 61 3 40 0 224 18 
RIVERSIDE INA INA 0 0 12 0 0 0 12 0 
SACRAMENTO INA INA 52 1780 63 1357 450 1447 565 4584 
SAN BERNARDINO 2 4 22 0 3 3 5 0 32 7 
SAN FRANCISCO INA INA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SAN JOAQUIN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SAN LUIS OBISPO 187 9 164 6 100 2 134 3 585 20 
SAN MATEO INA INA 68 0 66 0 74 0 208 0 
S~"JTA BARBARA 5 0 50 10 10 0 71 9 136 19 
SANTA CLARA 136 0 145 0 87 0 149 0 517 0 
SANTA CRUZ 0 7 0 7 1 2 2 4 3 20 
SONOMA 0 9 0 9 01 ~ 0 27 109 
VENTURA 22 20 17 0j 14 0 73 0 
CONTRA COSTA 9 39 1 10 9 I 19 48 
EL DORADO 3 rai 2 0 I 5 0 l SHASTA 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 
I SOLANO 6 0 I 23 0 MONTEREY INA INA l INA INA 
·~ MENDOCINO '---, N/A 
STANISLAUS '~ : r~; A 
TULARE "' ~ : tJ/A '-.., 
..... 
' SAN DIEGO . , ·...._. ,; N/A ., ~-- ______ ::..,_...,._ _ ___________ 
---- ·.----··- --····-·- ---- - ·--. 
TOTAL 435 245 734 1887 672 1665 1254 604 3095 5401 
*INA - Information not available. 
APPENDIX D-4 
CLIENT INFORMATION 
------------ ------ --
SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER TOTAL 
Total Clients Total Clients Total Clients Total Clients Total Cl i er 
# of over # of over # of over # of over # of ove1 
Clients 55 Clients 55 Cl ients 55 Clients 55 Clients 55 
ALAMEDA INA* INA INA INA 865 9 1389 11 2254 2( 
BUTIE 130 5 12 7 INA INA 110 13 361 2! 
FRESNO 60 5 70 2 58 7 56 9 224 2: 
KERN 22 1 12 2 23 2 35 2 92 
KINGS 7 0 7 0 8 1 INA INA 22 
LOS ANGELES 121 17 221 13 254 19 219 14 815 6. 
MARIN INA INA 19 unk. 54 3 95 6 168 
NAPA 85 4 66 2 59 3 64 5 274 1' 
ORANGE 70 5 97 15 75 4 74 3 316 2' 
RIVERSIDE INA INA 426 53 99 11 172 18 697 8': 
SACRAMENTO INA INA 321 131 334 132 262 92 917 35 
SAN BERNARDINO 13 5 38 5 67 4 73 7 191 2_ 
SAN FRANCISCO INA INA 109 33 106 19 68 5 283 5 
SAN JOAQUIN 0 0 2 1 5 2 8 1 15 
SAN LUIS OBISPO INA INA 98 18 65 9 0 0 163 2 
SAN MATEO INA INA 150 2 145 11 126 6 421 1 
SANTA BARBARA 42 0 107 3 93 2 94 1 336 
SANTA CLARA 32 1 35 2 23 7 29 1 119 
SANTA CRUZ 0 0 0 0 2 0 13 1 15 
SONOMA 5 0 56 41 2 64 4 166 
VENTURA 275 9 127 9 402 l 
CONTRA COSTA 61 3 92 6 153 
EL DORADO 13 0 25 1 38 
SHASTA 4 1 4 
SOLANO 6 1 17 
MONTEREY 0 
MENDOCINO N 
STANISLAUS N 
TULARE N 
SAN DIEGO N 
TOTAL 587 43 1955 293 2736 259 3205 217 I 8483 8 
*INA - Information not available. 
ATTACHMENT D-5 
REFERRAL SOURCES 
SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. 
.ALAMEDA INA INA 382 636 1,018 
BUTTE 130 121 INA 110 361 
FRESNO 60 70 58 56 244 
KERN 22 13 32 35 102 
KINGS 7 6 8 INA 13 
LOS ANGELES 40 221 254 209 724 
MARIN INA 19 24 56 99 
NAPA 220 66 59 64 409 
ORANGE 93 93 77 71 334 
RIVERSIDE INA 270 152 132 284 
SACRAMENTO INA 321 670 262 1,253 
SAN BERNARDINO 28 55 76 73 232 
SAN FRANCISCO INA 79 102 136 317 
SAN JOAQUIN 2 5 498 549 1,054 
SAN LUIS OBSIPO 265 227 236 228 956 
SAN MATEO INA 150 145 126 421 
SANTA BARBARA 28 48 96 41 213 
SANTA CLARA 32 35 23 29 119 
SANTA CRUZ ~ ~ 2 13 15 
SONOMA 73 55 41 64 233 
VENTURA INA 300 162 172 634 
CONTRA COSTA 879 
EL DORADO 40 
SHASTA 12 
SOLANO ] 5 
MONTEREY 
MENDOCINO N/A 
STANISLAUS N/A 
TULARE N/A 
SAN DIEGO N?A 
--
-
-
-
TOTAL: 1,000 2,154 3 , 410 3,69 4 10 , 579 
APPENDIX E 
VICTH1/WITNESS EVALUATION SUBCOMMITTEE 
Michael D. Bradbury, District Attorney 
County of Ventura 
Hall of Justice 
800 South Victoria Avenue 
Ventura, California 93009 
(805) 654-2501 
Tim Shannon 
Senate Judiciary Committee 
State Capitol, Room 2046 
Sacramento, California 95814 
(916) 445-5957 
James Phillips, Program Budget A~alyst 
Department of Finance 
1025 P Street, Room 427 
Sacramento, California 95814 
(916) 445-5332 
Richard A. Godegast, Asst. Exec. Secty. 
State Board of Control 
. 926 J Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 
{916) 322-4426 
Craig Brown, Legislative Ana yst 
Budget Committee 
925 L Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 
(916) 445-4660 
Steve Zehner 
California Supervisory Association 
of Ca 1 iforni a ( CSAC) 
Suite 201, 11th and L Building 
Sacramento, California 95814 
(916) 441-4011 
Harold Boscovich, Director 
Alameda County Courthouse 
1225 Fallon Street, Room 900 
Oakland, California 94612 
(415) 874-6565 
Peter Dunan 
San Luis Obispo County 
District Attorney's Office 
Courthouse Annex, Room 302 
San Luis Obispo, California 94301 
(805) 549-!>800 
Lori Nelson 
Victim/Witness Assistance 
District Attorney's Office 
210 West Temple #12-311 
Los Angeles, California 90012 
(213) 974-1638 
Veronica Zecchini 
Sacramento County 
Victim/Witness Assistance 
District Attorney's Office 
901 G Street 
Sacramento, California 95814 
(916) 443-8477 or 443-2637 
Dr. Jacqueline Vaughn 
University of Redlands 
Department of Political Science 
Redlands, California 92373 
(714) 793-2121 Ext. 341 
Janet Taylor-Smith 
Butte County Probation Department 
2279 Del Oro Avenue 
Oroville, California 95969 
(916) 534-4645 
Anne Taylor, Executive Director 
Criminal Justice Council 
Mills Court Office Building #439 
1860 El Camino Real 
Burlingame, California 94010 
(415) 692-1507 
Dave Pera 1 es 
Assembly Ways and Means 
State Capitol, Room 3091 
Sacramento, California 95814 
VICTii'i/WITi;ESS ASSISTANCE PROGRAI\ EVf,LUATIO:-l DATA FORi1 
• ~OJECT NUI'.BER NAME OF PROJECT SPONSORING AGENCY REPORT PERIOD 
.REFERRAL SOURCES .1. CR lr'IE llifORI·\ATJON - VICTIMS 
.1. SERV J CE S 
Hw.ber of Clients Referred by: Sexual Assault 
--
VICTli~S l' ·~ I Tt: E S SE S 
Law Enforcerr.ent Domestic Violence 
- Direct Refer Dt n!C t .P.e fer --
District Attorney 
-
Violent (exclude rape 
?ubl ic Defender and domestic violence) 
--
Crisis Intervention 
-- Property Crime Emergency Assistance Probation 
--
- Reported to Law En fore, Household Assistance Mortuaries 
--
- !lot Rpported to Law Private Agencies Notify Friends & Relathes 
--
Enforcell"(!nt 
Public Agencies -- Crime Prevention Infonmation . 
--
Later ne;>orted 
-- Follow-up Counseling . -Hospitals 
--
~~dia (T.V., Radio) A CLIEt-iT lr:FORMATION - VICTIMS Re~ource & Referral Counseling 
-I -- or the victins who received direct Creditor Intervention -Project Initiated 
--
services outlined to the right, f111 1-' , Property Return Ott·.er in the nurrber in each Citegory: 
-
Se~t: F"ema 1 e Restitution 
- Funeral Arrangerr.ents 
PP.CJEC T I rlf"ORI:AT I ON l·~le 
--
Age: Under 18 Orientation to CJS N~,- !:le r of vo 1 un tee~ 
-
participating this r:nnth 18 - 55 Translation 
-- -- Employer Intervention Nw~er of volunteer hou~ Over 55 
-- -service provided thfs r.onth 
--
Unknown Transportation Hou~ 
---
--r:u-~Jer of hours training Child Care 
vo 1 un tee~ this rnon th 
.1. SUBPCENA I NFQR;1ATION -
' --
Court Escort 
lh;:i"JI.'r of pr<!SI.'ntations to Nuw~er of subpoenas fssued Case Dispost ~ion Information pu!>l ic this r..onth 
--
in county Case Status Information 
llo,;:"bu of presentations to !lumber of subpoenas served Ca 11-offs of Witnesses CJS ac;encfes 
--
by rro~cct 
Plu~t..er of hou~ for staff Number of orientation paq>hlets Call-offs of L.E. Offfce~ 
tra1nin_[ sent wi~:1 su~poenas Lodgi ng/l·lea 1 s -
• VICTIM OF VIOLENT CRIME FUND APPLICATION Witness Protection 
Hll!".be r of: Witness Fees (on request) 
Claim Inquiries 
- -
Average processing time from fnitial Other I . 
Clairrs AHisted ' contact with p rojcc t to filing with SBC 
- - I 
):::» 
Claims Filed Average processing time from ffl ing -o 
with SBC to disposition -o 
- rrT Cla i r.tS A 11 CJwed :z: 
-- Amount of money collected since 7/l/80 $ A_ CgMrtENTS 0 Claims Denied .. .. -- ,_. - - ><: 
-
Claims with project Amount of noney collec.ted thfs ronth $ '"TJ 
Stiff At 'C .hur\ng 
-
·so 

